
Chapter 2861: God Spirit Landing 

 

 

Deep Abyss Knight was a xenogeneic. He had an armored knight upper body and the lower body of an 

octopus. Many black, metal tentacles wriggled around his lower body. It was like he had a weird 

shadow. Even the space around him was twisted. 

 

Han Sen had watched the Deep Abyss Knight fight before. He knew that the Deep Abyss Knight was a 

dark element xenogeneic. He could release very strong and corrosive dark powers. His defensive 

attributes were very high. If a xenogeneic of the same level attacked his armor, one would be able to 

break it. 

Regarding his metallic tentacles, even if they were cut off, replacements grew almost instantly. So, 

attacking the tentacles was pointless. One had to break the armor or body to succeed. 

 

Han Sen was holding the Return Empty Scabbard. It counted as half a god personality armament. 

Although it was man-made, it was not as powerful as a real god personality armament. Still, it was a 

treasure that was close to true god class. 

Although Han Sen wanted to hurry and play chess, Han Sen did not underestimate Deep Abyss Knight. 

He still stayed vigilant. 

Han Sen’s xenogeneic mode was almost invincible, but there were many xenogeneics in the universe. 

They all had unbelievable powers. If Han Sen encountered a strange power and fell into its tricks, he 

would pay the price with his life. This was not a joke. 

 

The intelligence of most xenogeneics was not too high. Even if it was high, they would be low when it 

came to their emotional intelligence. Han Sen and the xenogeneic had nothing to talk about, so Han Sen 

gathered up power via his Return Empty Scabbard and attacked. 

The knife was pure power, but his xenogeneic power amplified its strength to a force that exceeded true 

god class. A butterfly xenogeneic at the same level stood no chance of trying to withstand Han Sen’s 

power. 

The Return Empty Scabbard had its own power to deal too. If an ordinary butterfly xenogeneic was 

struck by Han Sen, it would end up dead or injured. 

 

The Deep Abyss Knight was very cold. His eyes were like black holes. They were so deep that it was like 

they could absorb light. 



He did not dodge. The Deep Abyss Knight crossed his arms across his chest. He was not planning on 

moving an inch. When the Return Empty Scabbard got closer, the tentacles below his body moved. They 

were going for Han Sen’s Return Empty Scabbard. 

The tentacles struck the Return Empty Scabbard, but not a single sound was made. The tentacles silently 

wrapped up the Return Empty Scabbard. The suckers below the tentacles started to suck the Return 

Empty Scabbard. 

Han Sen’s expression changed. From what he had seen before, he knew the Deep Abyss Knight was 

strong, but he couldn’t have such a strong power. He used one tentacle to block his Return Empty 

Scabbard’s slash. With a power like that, Han Sen believed Deep Abyss Knight was a true god class. 

Han Sen’s eyes looked cold. He was holding the Return Empty Scabbard. He tried to pull it back. He saw 

the Return Empty Scabbard flash with a purple light. No matter how hard Han Sen tried, the Return 

Empty Scabbard did not move. It was sucked onto the tentacles. 

The Deep Abyss Knight’s arms were still crossed across his chest. He coldly looked at Han Sen with a face 

of utter disdain and said, “Stupid creature.” 

Following his words, purple and black flames surged out of the Deep Abyss Knight’s body. His entire 

body was like a demon crawling out of purgatory. The tentacles holding the scabbard swung. They 

pulled on Han Sen and the scabbard. At the same time, other tentacles were wrapping up his body. 

Han Sen was shocked. He had to let the scabbard go. He quickly stumbled back and evaded the attacks 

of the lashing tentacles. 

“How is that possible? How did the Deep Abyss Knight’s power become so much stronger?” Han Sen 

asked with a frown. If he did not know the geno god list fights could have people swapping position, he 

would have started wondering whether or not it was the same Deep Abyss Knight he had seen before. 

Its power was certainly different. 

It was not just Han Sen that was confused. Many elites who knew Deep Abyss Knight were also in shock. 

“Since when did the Deep Abyss Knight become so strong? With his power now, it does not look like a 

dark element only.” The woman in Sky Palace was shocked. 

“It is weird.” Sky Palace Leader frowned. 

In the Very High, Exquisite and Li Keer watched the scene. They thought it was strange too. Li Keer said, 

“I thought Deep Abyss Knight was a dark element being. Why is this dark knight suddenly different? Will 

Dollar lose?” 

“It looks like Deep Abyss Knight is stronger than Dollar,” Exquisite coldly said. “Just one skill has 

disarmed him. He took his treasure scabbard. I am afraid Dollar is going to lose this round.” 

When Li Keer heard that, she felt terrible. Although she had been unsuccessful in making Dollar her 

silkworm, she still did not want Dollar to lose. 

On Empty Mountain, the green-haired beast looked confused. “Weird. Why is that Deep Abyss Knight so 

strong. I fought Deep Abyss Knight once, and he was not that strong.” 



The woman nearby coldly looked at Deep Abyss Knight and said, “In this world, whatever monster shows 

up, it does not matter. Little Mountain Leader will defeat them. Empty Mountain will once again be back 

on top.” 

“You are right,” the green-haired beast said with a cocky look. “Little Mountain Leader’s power is almost 

as good as the old mountain leader. Swallowing a true god is not difficult for it. Whether it’s Deep Abyss 

Knight or Dollar, whoever stands in Little Mountain Leader’s way will end up dead.” 

When Yisha saw that the Return Empty Scabbard had been stolen by Deep Abyss Knight, she frowned. 

“What is Dollar doing?” 

In the Extreme King garden, God stroked his jaw and said to himself, “Was my hint not clear enough? He 

used Sky Armor God’s rib bone to attack Sky Armor God. That is just giving up the ghost. You just gave 

the god personality back. With Sky Armor God’s personality, I do not think he will take the god 

personality and run.” 

Deep Abyss Knight swung his tentacles and brought the scabbard next to him. Then, he let go of his arm. 

He used his right arm to grab the Return Empty Scabbard. His eyes flashed with a weird light. 

Han Sen frowned and looked at Deep Abyss Knight. He felt there was something wrong. Deep Abyss 

Knight was releasing a presence that felt the same as the Return Empty Scabbard. 

Deep Abyss Knight stroked the Return Empty Scabbard. He felt extremely happy. His happiness could 

not be described. “My god personality has finally been returned.” 

After Deep Abyss Knight performed that action, the Return Empty Scabbard’s light became brighter and 

brighter. It looked like the flames on Deep Abyss Knight were connecting. They released a light that blew 

into the sky. 

At this time, even the elites who were watching could tell what was happening. Deep Abyss Knight did 

not have strong enough power to cause a reaction with the scabbard that would result in it exploding so 

powerfully. 

“This is true god class power,” the woman said with shock. “Did Deep Abyss Knight become a true god?” 

“No, that is not a true god. He is not the real Deep Abyss Knight.” Sky Palace Leader’s eyes were icy. He 

said, “He is a God Spirit that descended.” 

Chapter 2862: Han Sen’s Galaxy Teleportation 

 

 

Han Sen knew what the Deep Abyss Knight’s problem was. He thought, “It looks like Deep Abyss Knight 

already combined with the universe’s god body by a god. His presence and scabbard are so similar, and 

the scabbard was made from a broken god personality. That means he is the scabbard’s master. He 

must be that Sky Armor God.” 

 



“It is no wonder God told me not to bring out the scabbard when facing Sky Armor God. That is why. But 

that heads-up was fairly useless. How was I supposed to know when and where Sky Armor God would 

fight me? I could not hold off on using the scabbard forever. With that being the case, what is the point 

in owning the scabbard in the first place?” 

After guessing Sky Armor God’s identity, Han Sen was not keen on standing down. He continued looking 

at Sky Armor God, who was doing the same. 

 

Sky Armor God was holding the scabbard. Although he resonated with the scabbard because it was man-

made, recovering his body with it would still take some time and tricks. Furthermore, Sky Armor God did 

not want to open his chest in public and fit his bone back inside. 

For now, Sky Armor God only held the scabbard. The purple and black flames on his body kept burning 

as he looked at Han Sen. 

It was not an option for him to take the scabbard, concede, and leave the space battleground. That was 

impossible. Gods had the dignity of gods. Even if Sky Armor God wanted to leave, he had to leave as the 

victor. 

 

“Because you took my god personality, this is your unlucky day ” Sky Armor God stared at Han Sen. He 

raised the scabbard and looked at him with disdain. “As your reward for returning the scabbard, I will 

allow you to die by the scabbard.” 

After that, Sky Armor God waved his arm. The scabbard carried a scary purple and black knife light. It 

came straight for Han Sen. 

The knife light acted as if it was splitting space in half. It was so powerful that it made people’s hearts 

tremble. When seeing this slash, the expressions on the faces of many deified xenogeneics changed. 

 

Han Sen’s body quickly flashed away. He had dodged the knife light. When it appeared again, it was on 

the other side of space. 

Galaxy Teleportation. Han Sen had practiced his teleportation abilities for a long time. He had finally 

practiced Galaxy Teleportation, but Han Sen had only studied a part of it. He modified Space 

Teleportation into a version that was more suitable for his body. 

Because of the Dongxuan Aura’s power buff, Han Sen’s Break Space Flash was faster than God’s 

Wander. He used Space Teleportation as a normal teleportation talent. It was even faster than short-

distance teleportation. 

No one expected Han Sen would be able to dodge that slashing power. Sky Armor God waved the 

scabbard again. He swung it at Han Sen. This time, it was stronger and faster. It suddenly ripped space to 

appear directly in front of Han Sen. 

Han Sen’s body was able to flash away, so the knife light missed its target. 



“How many attacks are you able to evade?” Sky Armor God coldly asked. He started slashing with the 

scabbard at an even faster pace. 

Sky Armor God slashed a dozen times. Each slash was faster and harder than the one before. He was 

slashing out many purple and black space cracks, which were like deep trenches in the vastness of 

space. 

Even so, not a single one of them was able to damage Han Sen. 

“That is a very fast space teleportation skill. It seems faster than the Very High’s God’s Wander. This 

Dollar is not an easy fellow to beat.” Sky Palace Leader was shocked by the performance. 

“God Spirit combined body,” the woman said. “That power can challenge a true god class and perhaps 

something even stronger. Dollar’s Space Teleportation speed can dodge the striking attacks. That is very 

rare. It is a shame that evading attacks is ultimately pointless. He cannot go against the Sky Armor God 

and slay a god. He will lose.” 

“Going against the Sky Armor God and slaying a god is not easy. If this was Golden Growler, he might 

stand a chance of beating the enemy.” Sky Palace Leader looked at Han Sen and said, “Dollar’s body 

fitness is strong, but he is still only butterfly class. If he could become a true god, perhaps he could stand 

a chance.” 

All the elites of every race understood Han Sen’s situation. Relying on the unlimited Space Teleportation, 

he was able to dodge the Deep Abyss Knight’s attacks. But who knew Space Teleportation itself cost 

energy? To keep using Space Teleportation like that meant he would eventually run out of power. Once 

that happened, he was going to lose. 

“Dollar’s Space Teleportation is very powerful. It looks like he can use it whenever and however he 

wants. He does not need to prepare time for it, and he can keep using it to move. That is stronger than 

the Very High’s God’s Wander.” The Extreme King’s Second Uncle profusely complimented the talent. 

Bai King looked at the space battleground without speaking. His eyes looked strange. He felt a bit angry. 

“A God Spirit has descended to earth. He took the Deep Abyss Knight’s body. They are getting more 

ballsy.” 

Bai King recognized Sky Armor God. After all, his power had been able to combine with the Return 

Empty Scabbard. It was too easy to guess the identity of the villain. 

It did not matter who was king of the Extreme King at the time. Any of them would have despised Sky 

Armor God. The same applied to Bai King. If he was able to strike, he would want to be like Knife King 

and cut out Sky Armor God’s bones again. 

Sky Armor God thought Space Teleportation required a lot of power. All he had to do was slash a few 

more times to make Han Sen exhausted. When he could no longer use Space Teleportation, he could kill 

him. 

Han Sen kept using Space Teleportation without reprieve, and he was showing no signs of slowing down. 

That surprised Sky Armor God. 



In fact, it was not just Sky Armor God who was surprised. Even God, who was in the garden, was 

surprised. “He is continuously using Space Teleportation, yet his body does not look like it is getting 

tired. It is not just his body that is strong. His body keeps drawing in energy from the universe to keep 

his energy reserves full. The Very High can barely do something like that even if they max out Sky and 

Men Combined Together. He is just a butterfly and can already do this. Is it a simple talent, or has he 

practiced it a lot?” 

Ordinary deified creatures were afraid of using too much power, but Han Sen had four battle bodies that 

were combined. The Dongxuan Battle Body was able to keep on absorbing energy directly from the 

universe. It kept providing him with energy. If Han Sen’s body did not collapse, he could fight endlessly. 

He did not have to worry about exhaustion. 

Sky Armor God saw the problem. He coldly grunted. “In that case, I will make you stop hiding.” 

The scabbard slashed out like a shadow. Many knife lights created a crack in space. He was going to trap 

Han Sen inside a space crack. 

Space Teleportation was actually a space movement. If Sky Armor God cracked the space around Han 

Sen, he would be totally disconnected from it. Even if Han Sen had his powerful Space Teleportation 

skill, he could not escape it. 

Han Sen kept teleporting. More cracks were showing up in space, so there were fewer places for him to 

teleport to. 

The space battleground was not the real universe. It was just an area of space. Its power was limited. 

Han Sen did not have enough space to move around freely. 

Han Sen did not expect to keep running around forever. Teleporting was a way for him to observe. He 

wanted to learn about Sky Armor God’s power. He did not know anything about Sky Armor God. People 

needed to know their enemy, so Han Sen had to learn about Sky Armor God. 

Han Sen had slain two gods. He did not mind doing it again, but he needed to make sure it was a 

success. He could not blindly attack and end up dying. 

“Where are you running to?” Sky Armor God kept slashing. Purple and black knife lights kept cutting 

space up, producing the scary space cracks. 

Han Sen was now surrounded by space cracks from all directions. He was trapped in the sole area that 

had not been broken, but space there was cut off from the outside. No matter how strong Han Sen’s 

Space Teleportation was, he could no longer teleport away. 

In Blood Legion, Lou Lie looked at Sky Armor God with fire. He recognized who Sky Armor God was. “It is 

over. Dollar is strong, but fighting a god is too much. It was a shame it was not me encountering this 

god. Otherwise, I might have been able to kill him.” 

 

Chapter 2863 One Lance Pierced Through God 

The elites of every race knew this fight was going to end soon. Han Sen conceding was the only 

outcome. There was no way he could escape the attack of Sky Armor God. He could only be killed. 



Sky Armor God wanted to hurry things up and be able to refine the god personality. He did not have the 

mood to drag this out and play games with Han Sen. Therefore, he unleashed his attack. Han Sen did not 

want to lose and quit the space battleground. He had been observing this for so long. Even though he 

had no idea what Sky Armor God’s limit was, he knew for sure that after Deep Abyss Knight combined 

with Sky Armor God, the body still had some of Deep Abyss Knight’s power. After combining the god 

personality, Deep Abyss Knight’s body was also reinforced. It was able to reach true god class. Currently, 

Sky Armor God was just a true god class creature. Achieving victory was not out of the question. Seeing 

the ripping sky and knife light in front of him, Han Sen put out his hand. A green bone lance appeared in 

it. He thrust it forward against the knife light. 

“He is trying too hard. No matter how strong a butterfly class fighter is, he cannot fight a god spirit.” The 

woman in Sky Palace frowned as she spoke. Many others had the same worry. No matter how they 

viewed this, they all agreed that he was trying too hard. 

When the spear hit the knife light, people were shocked to find out the lance light was able to pierce 

through the knife light. It looked like the northern lights. The body and lance teleported in front of Sky 

Armor God. It was being thrust into Sky Armor God’s arm that was holding the scabbard. Sky Armor God 

did not expect that would happen. It was too late for him to stop. He used the armor of his arm to block. 

Katcha! 

 

Sky Armor God paid the price because of his pride and ignorance. The green light pierced through the 

armor and drilled into him. The entire head of the lance was being thrust through. It penetrated Sky 

Armor God’s gauntlet and arm. 

Sky Armor God was in pain. He could not hold the scabbard tightly. Han Sen was able to grab it back. His 

body was in extreme shock, so he started to stumble back. 

Seeing Sky Armor God’s arm with god blood bleeding out of it, even Sky Palace Leader and Bai King were 

incredibly shocked. They could not help but look at Han Sen’s Sky Radish Bone Lance. “It is a god 

personality armament.” Sky Armor God looked ill. He stared at the Sky Radish Bone Lance in Han Sen’s 

hands. In the wound on his arm, green saplings were starting to grow. This was different from Han Sen 

killing a xenogeneic with one hit. The saplings on Sky Armor God’s arm were growing slowly. They began 

as little green leaves. It looks like gods cannot completely withstand the power of a god personality 

armament. Han Sen made his mind up. As long as he was able to hurt the god, he had nothing to be 

afraid of. 

“God personality armament…” Throughout the universe, many ancient and hidden elites heard Sky 

Armor God say those words. They were instantly in shock. 

 

 

People who knew what a god personality armament also knew how difficult it was to gain a god 

personality armament. “It cannot be a real god personality armament,” the Sky Palace woman said with 

surprise. “With Dollar’s level, he does not have the power to enter the geno hall. How could he have a 



god personality armament?” “If the god spirit said it was a god personality armament, that is what it is. 

This Dollar is becoming more and more interesting,” Sky Palace Leader said while squinting his eyes. He 

was checking out Han Sen and the Sky Radish God Lance. 

“Interesting.” Lou Lie stared at Han Sen with fire in his eyes. “A god personality armament?” Bai King 

looked weird. It was difficult to tell what he was thinking “How is that possible?” asked the green-haired 

beast. “That cannot be a real god personality armament.” In a dark corner of the world, Old Vulture and 

Auntie Mei had strange expressions on their faces. “Could that truly be a real god personality 

armament? Did Dollar enter the geno hall and kill a god spirit?” 

Auntie Mei looked at Old Vulture and asked, “Have you guys seen that god personality armament? Was 

it left by that guy?” 

“I do not think so,” old Vulture said while shaking his head. “There has never been a lance like this 

before.” 

“If it was not from before, did he really go to the geno hall, kill a god spirit, and run? That is impossible.” 

Auntie Mei shook her head. 

Suddenly, all the elites in the universe were staring at the Sky Radish God Lance. Their faces kept 

changing. 

“No matter how you get your hands on a god personality armament or who you are, you must die 

today!” Sky Armor God stared at Han Sen. The mood to kill was almost tangible. 

The purple-black flames on him were getting stronger. The saplings had only just shown up, but the 

flames made them stop growing. Even the scabbard in Han Sen’s hand was struggling. It wanted to fly 

back to Sky Armor God. Han Sen used significant strength to suppress the scabbard, which did not fly to 

Sky Armor God. 

 

Boom! 

Sky Armor God’s fire was like the eruption of a volcano. With that wash of power, the metal armor 

melted into iron juice. It was dripping across his body like a meteor shower through space that was 

falling. 

The tentacles were dancing. Sky Armor God was coming for Han Sen. After the armor on his body slowly 

melted off, it revealed a powerful and naked chest. Many bones could be seen on his chest, giving him 

the appearance of a skeleton. The skeleton was like a purple crystal. It was startlingly clear, but it was 

getting deeper. It looked like the material to make a Return Empty Scabbard. Quickly, a purple outside 

bone armor was floating on Sky Armor God’s chest. It protected his chest. 

The bone armor looked exactly like two purple ribs together. There were seven rib bones on each side. It 

looked very symmetric, but the left side was missing one bone. 

“This guy really is Sky Armor God!” When the people of the Extreme King saw the missing rib bone on 

the outside skeleton armor, they were able to confirm Sky Armor God’s identity. It made them all gnash 

their teeth. 



It looks like the scabbard is made from this outside bone armor’s rib bones. Can one rib bone have that 

effect? If we cut both sides of the rib bone… Han Sen squinted his eyes and stared at Sky Armor God. He 

was not afraid of Sky Armor God exploding with power. 

Bzzt! 

Han Sen kept trying to suppress Return Empty Scabbard, which had a power that could not be imagined. 

It escaped Han Sen’s hand and flew to Sky Armor God. 

Han Sen opened the palms of his hand. His hands had a wound that revealed the bones within the flesh. 

They were there because of the Return Empty Scabbard’s escape. Very powerful power! Han Sen 

thought. The Return Empty Scabbard flew back to Sky Armor God. It landed on the broken bones. It was 

now like another rib bone. It lined up on the armor of the outside skeleton. The broken parts were 

connecting, slowly becoming a part of the skeleton armor. 

The scabbard bone looked a bit different than the other rib bones. After all, it had been made into a 

scabbard. Its original look was hard to maintain. 

“Blasphemy to a god spirit. Die!” Sky Armor God appeared like a god as he looked at Han Sen. His body 

surged with a scary presence. The bone armor was bright. It was like it was connecting to all of space. 

The god’s sounds were like thunder. 

“Oh, my days… What is going on…” Many creatures who did not know the truth were frozen. Sky Armor 

God released pressure. Even the people outside the battleground felt uncomfortable. Their foreheads 

developed a cold sweat. 

The weaker creatures with smaller hearts were paralyzed on the floor. 

 

Chapter 2864 Sky Armor God Jail 

“That should not be Deep Abyss Knight.” Although ordinary creatures did not know Sky Armor God, they 

started to wonder after seeing that power. 

Deep Abyss Knight was a dark element deified xenogeneic. No matter how powerful they were, they 

should not have had the power of a god. 

Sky Armor God was damaged by the Extreme King. Now, he was damaged by Han Sen. He was furious. 

He activated his god personality to try and kill Han Sen. 

When the god personality raged, Sky Armor God used his power to the max. Han Sen clearly saw the 

universe had a universal cogwheel. The light Sky Armor God’s outside skeleton armor was dyed purple. 

It had the same color as the skeleton armor. All of the universal cogwheels that connected to the 

substance chains were being affected. Han Sen tried to use his Dongxuan Area to control the purple 

universal cogwheels, but he noticed he was unable to do anything about them. It was like the universal 

cogwheels formed an independent operation mode. It was like they were not getting affected by the 

Dongxuan Area. 

Bzzt! 



 

Sky Armor God continued his approach. The flickering, purple lights of the universal cogwheels made 

them spin faster. It made the substance chains move faster. 

“Destiny’s knife armor bone is like jail. God’s sky armor.” Sky Armor God’s voice boomed like thunder. 

The purple light was spreading in front of his chest. It became a purple light knife. It suddenly trapped 

Han Sen’s body inside it. 

Han Sen’s Sky Radish God Lance exploded with a scary green light. It swept across the purple light knife, 

but the Sky Radish God Lance touched the purple light knife. The purple light knife did not break. It was 

not shaken away. It stuck to the Sky Radish God Lance. 

Ka-ka… ka-ka… 

 

 

Han Sen saw the purple light knife sticking to the Sky Radish God Lance and realized it was a layer of 

purple bones. The purple bones were stuck to the Sky Radish God Lance. It was like Sky Radish God 

Lance had a bone lock shell, and every bone was stuck to it. Han Sen felt the Sky Radish God Lance 

become heavier. In the blink of an eye, Han Sen was almost unable to hold the Sky Radish God Lance. 

At the same time, the purple light knife was shining at Han Sen from all angles. Han Sen dragged the Sky 

Radish God Lance, wanting to use his Space Teleportation to leave. He noticed that the universal 

cogwheels around him were cut-off by the purple universal cogwheels. Unless he could break the purple 

universal cogwheels, he could not use Space Teleportation to escape. 

Han Sen had to swing his fist to fight. He wanted to shake away the purple light knife. When the purple 

light knife touched his fist, it became a bone slice. 

Within a moment, Han Sen’s body was covered in bone slices. The Sky Radish God Lance had them too. 

Han Sen’s entire body was hanging in space. He was like a statue that wore bone armor. 

With the suppression of the bone slices, Han Sen’s power could not move an inch. All the power in his 

body exploded like crazy. He could barely stand. He did not get crushed by the bone slices. “So, what if 

you have a god personality armament? A low-life creature is a low-life creature. It does not matter what 

you have. In front of a god, you are just a worthless piece of trash.” Sky Armor God coldly looked at Han 

Sen. His eyes looked scary and murderous. With the things he said, the bone slices on Han Sen started to 

go straight and turn into weapons. They were going to cut into Han Sen’s flesh, riddling his skin with 

thousands and thousands of cuts. 

The bone slices were incredibly sharp. They pierced into Han Sen’s flesh. Even though Han Sen’s body 

was like a true god body, he could not block the cuts dealt by those bone slices. The scariest thing about 

it was that the bone slice suppression prevented his power from leaking beyond them. Han Sen was 

unable to move. 

“This is what you get for committing blasphemous acts upon a god spirit. The Sky Armor Bone Jail will 

strip you of your flesh. It will have you pay for your crimes.” Sky Armor God looked very excited. 



“Game over. Now Dollar cannot even concede.” Li Keer turned pale. She was worried about Dollar. 

 

“It is a shame that the god personality armament looks like it was not Dollar himself that went to the 

geno hall to get the god personality armament.” Bai King shook his head. 

“He has a god personality armament but still cannot kill a god.” In Sky Palace, the woman looked 

disappointed. “Dollar is only butterfly class,” Sky Palace leader said with a sigh and a look of great 

shame. “His flesh is still better than a true god. He can fight a true god but not a god spirit. If he can level 

up to true god, I would say he stands a very good chance. What a shame. I am afraid he will not have 

another chance at this.” 

Tang Zhenliu looked into the space battleground. He was shouting, “Keep going! Don’t just stand there!” 

Wang Yuhang and the others all looked a bit pale. Ning Yue looked scared while holding Bao’er’s arm. 

Little Angel and Zero were watching Han Sen with eyes full of worry. It seemed as if the creatures of the 

universe forgot to breathe. They nervously looked at the bone slices cutting into Han Sen’s flesh. They 

were thinking of the cruel scene that was going to happen. Han Sen, who had countless bone slices 

piercing into his flesh, finally spoke. “You are Sky Armor God, right?” “I did not expect you to know my 

god title,” Sky Armor God coldly said. “Are you really a god?” Han Sen asked. “Not bad, but it is too late 

to beg,” Sky Armor God confidently said. “Performing a blasphemous act against a god spirit is 

something that cannot be forgiven.” Han Sen looked at Sky Armor God and coldly said, “Unforgiveable is 

used well. My blasphemy to a god spirit should have me cut up thousands of times without forgiveness. 

You forced your way into another creature’s body and also killed people. What is a crime like that 

worth?” 

Sky Armor God laughed and said, “I am God. Gods control the universe. I have not sinned. Even if I have 

sinned, everyone should suffer. Who can judge me? I am God.” 

“Me,” Han Sen calmly said. “What did you say?” Sky Armor God thought that was funny. He looked at 

Han Sen like he was a funny clown. “If no one can judge you, then I will judge you.” Han Sen was still 

calmly looking at Sky Armor God. “Do you think you can judge me, God? I am right here. How are you 

going to judge me?” Sky Armor God looked at Han Sen like he was smiling, but he wasn’t smiling. His 

words were smothered in a joking tone of voice. Han Sen’s body was going to get cut, yet he could still 

talk like that. From Sky Armor God’s perspective, he was a lunatic. 

It was not just Sky Armor God thinking that. Most creatures in the universe started to wonder if Han Sen 

was crazy. In a time like that, he could still talk that way. 

“So, Sky Armor God, allow me to judge you.” Han Sen looked at Sky Armor God as he slowly spoke each 

word. 

While Han Sen spoke, his left eye, which had the black and white color, was flashing. Suddenly, the eye 

no longer looked human. It looked like a cold, mechanical eye. 

 

Chapter 2865 Judgment 



When Han Sen became butterfly class and his left eye combined with the true god class Extreme King’s 

Overbearing Eye, he accidentally leveled up. 

It was a shame he failed to achieve true god class. Although his leveling up had failed, the Extreme King’s 

Overbearing Eye absorbed Han Sen’s xenogeneic power. It resulted in a change. It combined with Han 

Sen’s xenogeneic body, turning his left eye into a true god class existence. 

Now, Han Sen’s whole body was mostly butterfly class. Only his left eye was true god class. It was 

strange. His eye possessed law power. With it combining with Han Sen’s xenogeneic power, it created 

some sort of mutation. It was a bit different from the Extreme King’s Overbearing Eye law power. 

Han Sen did not know if his true god left eye could threaten Sky Armor God, but this was a different god 

to the one in his house. He sensed a very dark black color inside Sky Armor God’s body. It was the color 

of crime. It was so dark that it was like ink. God only knew how many sins Sky Armor God had 

committed to have this color. 

“It does not matter if you are a true god or a fake god. I will judge your crimes today.” Han Sen sounded 

very cold. The white-and-black colors of his eyes exploded. 

 

Bzzt! 

A black-and-white two-toned beam of light exploded from Han Sen’s eye. It shone on Sky Armor God. 

The beam of light looked like it was supposed to be there. Sky Armor God did not have any time to react. 

His entire body was covered by the black-and-white two-toned beam of light. The black beam of light 

became chains that entangled Sky Armor God’s body. The white beam of light became a book. It was in 

front of Sky Armor God. 

Sky Armor God was shocked and angry. He tried his best to get rid of the black chains, but he noticed his 

entire body had been trapped by a weird power. He was unable to move. 

“How is that possible? In the universe, there is a power that can restrict my power. What is this power?” 

Sky Armor God was shocked. 

 

 

Katcha! Katcha! 

Sky Armor God was tangled up by the black chains, so he could not use his power. The bone slices 

around Han Sen started to fall away. The purple bone slices turned into dust. Han Sen was set free. 

“Let me see what crimes Sky Armor God has committed.” Han Sen raised his hands. The white beam of 

light became an old book that landed on Han Sen. 

Han Sen flipped through the pages, but they were empty. There was no law inside them. There also 

were no scales or counterweights similar to when Han Sen was being judged. 



The moment Han Sen received the book, his brain had many images playing like a movie. They kept 

flickering in his head. They made Han Sen understand something. “Sky Armor God, you have committed 

serious crimes. You should die.” Han Sen raised his head and wrote down the word “die” in his book. 

The book suddenly flew up. The word “die” started to shine. It became an executioner’s sword that 

slashed toward Sky Armor God. 

“How dare you, a low-life creature, judge a god like me.” Sky Armor God was furious. Beneath the black 

chains that bound him, Sky Armor God was unable to move his body. 

Katcha! 

The executioner’s sword came down. It cut off Sky Armor God’s head, resulting in blood immediately 

squirting out. The creatures in the universe were frozen. They could not believe what they were seeing. 

Sky Armor God, who was so powerful earlier, had been simply decapitated like that. 

 

In Sky Palace, the woman opened her mouth in shock. “I… Am I hallucinating? Sky Armor God was killed 

just like that?” 

“That was like law power, but it was somewhat different.” Sky Palace Leader also looked confused. 

The Extreme King were very surprised. Bai Buyi was shocked. “That power looked like the second leader 

of the Extreme King’s Overbearing Eye, but it was still quite different. It is scarier.” 

“Can law power judge a god spirit? If we knew that, we should have let our children and grandchildren 

learn the second leader’s geno arts.” 

“Who is this Dollar? He is too strange. Can he just kill a god spirit like that?” 

The universe was shocked to its core. Ordinary creatures did not know how powerful god spirits were. 

Only the old antiques knew how scary god spirits were. Every one of them looked surprised. 

The execution ended. The black chains and old white book were gone. 

It did not make Han Sen feel relaxed. He still stared at Sky Armor God’s body. Han Sen saw the body 

outside of the skeleton armor was melting. Sky Armor God’s body looked like Deep Abyss Knight again. 

After Han Sen slew Sky Armor God, the announcement he got was for killing a butterfly Deep Abyss 

Knight. It was not for killing Sky Armor God. Han Sen knew why this was happening. The crime Han Sen 

saw did not belong to Sky Armor God. It belonged to the true owner of the body, who was Deep Abyss 

Knight. The law power could only judge Deep Abyss Knight’s body. It was unable to kill Sky Armor God. It 

made Sky Armor God separate from Deep Abyss Knight. He had become a god spirit with nothing. He 

left Deep Abyss Knight’s body. Ordinary creatures could only see a purple bone armor rise to the sky. 

They could not see the purple bone armor with the god spirit Sky Armor God. “Dollar, this is not over 

yet,” Sky Armor God angrily said to Han Sen. He sent the god personality back to Sky Armor God’s 

temple. 

After the god spirit and god personality combined with the creatures in the universe, they could not just 

separate again. He forced it to separate. Because of that, he was damaged. He could no longer fight. 

One could have said he was in a bad situation. It was worse than when Knife King stole his rib bone. 



Without a universe god body, he could not do anything to the creatures of the universe. Therefore, 

there was no point in him staying any longer. “It is not over yet,” Han Sen coldly said. “Only one of us 

will live.” 

“It will not happen to you,” Sky Armor God coldly grunted. He ignored Han Sen. He just wanted to return 

to Sky Armor God Temple. 

He was no longer able to attack creatures in the universe, but creatures of the universe could not 

damage him. Thus, Sky Armor God was not worried Han Sen could hurt him. 

“Dollar, I am going to make you unable to die or live.” Sky Armor God was madly cursing him. He was 

forced to separate from his universe god body. The damage he incurred was worse than when Knife King 

stole his rib bone. 

Upon thinking of that, Sky Armor God, menacingly looked at Han Sen. He was instantly shocked. Han 

Sen’s body had a giant, green god spirit. It was holding Sky Radish God Lance. It came before him. 

“Sky Vine Radish… No!” Sky Armor God screamed, but he could only shout no. The big green god spirit 

clutched the Sky Radish God Lance to break his spirit body. The god personality fell. Han Sen took it. 

“God spirit hunted. Found god spirit gene.” 

Other creatures were unable to see Sky Armor God and Sky Vine Radish. After seeing Han Sen judge 

Deep Abyss Knife, a purple bone armor rose from Deep Abyss Knight’s body. It looked like Han Sen 

threw the green lance and purple bone armor fell from the sky. 

 

Chapter 2866 God Sadness Appears Again 

Boom! 

Purple light shot into the sky. It became an empty sky crack in space. A silent, sad mind was all across 

the universe. 

“It’s a god’s sadness… That is a god’s sadness… Dollar killed… It is a real god spirit…” In the universe, 

many spirits were looking at the god’s sadness appear in space. They were all in shock. 

Ordinary creatures were doubting Sky God Armor’s identity. When the god’s sadness showed up, they 

stopped doubting. “Oh, my God! Dollar really did kill a god spirit.” “The human Dollar. Can someone tell 

me what sort of race a human is?” 

neo 

 

“This is madness. Another god’s sadness. This era is madness. Is the chaos of the Sacred era repeating?” 

The elites who knew what Sky God Armor meant looked at the god’s sadness weirdly. They even lost 

interest in talking. 



A butterfly xenogeneic had managed to kill a god spirit, and he was holding a god personality armament 

in his hands. They wanted to know who this Dollar was. 

Many elites used all kinds of tricks to learn his identity, yet none of them were able to uncover who the 

elusive Dollar was. 

 

 

God stared at Han Sen and thought, Why would he have Sky Vine Radish’s spirit? Why would it be 

controlled by him? Is there some sort of power restricting Sky Vine Radish’s spirit? 

After the fight was over, Dollar’s name was known across the entire universe. 

“This Dollar is a little weird. If Little Mountain leader encounters him, there might be some trouble,” the 

green-haired beast said with a look of seriousness. He was very confident in Golden Growler’s abilities. 

After watching Han Sen defeat Sky Armor God, he was not so sure if Golden Growler was capable of 

achieving first place. 

The woman near him coldly said, “He was able to defeat Sky Armor God not through his own power, but 

on a weird geno art and the god personality armament. He is just a butterfly class opponent. The god 

personality armament is strong. With his butterfly body’s movement, he cannot beat Little Mountain 

Leader. That geno art he has is a law power. It is similar to the second leader of the Extreme King’s 

power. That power is useless against the Little Mountain Leader.” 

“You’re entitled to say that, but this Dollar guy is strange. It is like there are some problems with him,” 

the green-haired beast said with a frown. He could not identify what the problem was. 

Han Sen returned to the garden. God looked at him like he was smiling, but he was not smiling. 

Han Sen knew that God would be suspicious about his ability to make use of the Sky Vine Radish. He was 

not surprised. 

 

It did surprise Han Sen that while God did look at him, he did not ask anything. 

Han Sen looked at God with curiosity as he asked, “Do you not want to ask anything?” “If there is 

something you wanted to tell me, you would tell me without me asking,” God coldly said. “If you did not 

want to say something, you would not answer me even if I asked you. Why would I bother asking?” 

“Aren’t you good at talking deals? Maybe I will tell you if you talk about deals.” Han Sen laughed. 

God shook his head and smiled. He said, “I prefer to discover secrets myself. Things are more interesting 

that way.” Han Sen was shocked. He did not expect God would say such a thing. The plans he had made 

were useless now. He suddenly did not know what to say. 

“Sky Vine Radish’s god temple… Sky Armor God has one too, right? Can you take me there again?” Han 

Sen had two god personalities. If he did not go to the temple, the god personality seemed useless. Han 

Sen had yet to find a way how to refine the god personalities he had. 



God shook his head. “No. You can go there, but you will have to go there by yourself.” 

“How do I get there?” Han Sen asked. 

“You will know when you enter the geno hall,” God said with a smile. 

Han Sen was speechless. He guessed the temples might have been inside the geno hall, but he did not 

think he could go to the geno hall just yet. 

He didn’t say anything. Han Sen kept watching the god fights, trying to observe the opponents he might 

later go up against. 

Because the opponent in the next round had yet to finish, Han Sen did not know who he would be going 

up against. He knew none of his future opponents would be easy. The geno god fights had been going 

on for a while. There were no more weaklings. They were all top deifieds now. 

In a palace in the Extreme King, Ancient Abyss Grandmaster bowed and said, “Mister, the eye skill Dollar 

used was similar to our second leader of the Extreme King, Extreme King’s Overbearing Eye. Holy Baby’s 

body combined with the Extreme King’s Overbearing Eye. He should be familiar with that geno art. “Do 

you think Holy Baby is Dollar?” Bai King put down his pen. He raised his head and looked at Ancient 

Abyss Grandmaster. 

“They are both very similar,” Ancient Abyss Grandmaster said. “Although Holy Baby might not be Dollar, 

if Dollar can use a law skill to beat a god spirit, perhaps Mister Holy Baby can too.” “Sure, I will deal with 

this,” Bai King slowly said. “Is there anything more?” Ancient Abyss Grandmaster sighed and said, “There 

is progress in the big barren systems. I have calculated the location of the entrance to the old Sacred 

ruin, but we have run into some trouble.” “What trouble?” Bai King asked with a frown. 

“Sky Palace’s people were there,” Ancient Abyss said. “I am afraid they located the entrance too. We are 

asking for your advice.” 

Bai King was silent a moment before saying, “Don’t do anything yet. If Sky Palace wants to go in, let 

them go in first. We will follow.” 

“Sure. I understand.” Ancient Abyss bowed and left the palace. 

After Ancient Abyss left, Bai King thought, Holy Baby. He reached his hand out to take something, but 

quickly pulled his hand back. He shook his head and said, “Whatever. Things are already in motion. 

There is no turning back. We have to keep going.” 

Han Sen thought it was Bai King who had come looking for him to ask about the Extreme King’s 

Overbearing Eye. Surprisingly, Bai King did not go and find him. 

Does the power in my left eye that different from the Extreme King’s Overbearing Eye that Bai King did 

not even suspect anything? Han Sen wondered. 

God seemed to know what Han Sen was thinking. He laughed and said, “The Extreme King must have 

their suspicions on you, but Bai King is here. Even if they do, they cannot do anything to you.” “Is Bai 

King not suspicious?” Han Sen asked. 

“Of course, he is not suspicious,” God said with certainty. 



“Why?” Han Sen did not understand why Bai King was not suspicious. 

“Because he knows you are Dollar. There is no need to be suspicious if he knows.” God laughed. “Huh? 

Why doesn’t he ask anything?” Han Sen’s suspicions were not minimized because of the answer. 

“Because there is no need to ask,” God said. “It does not matter if you are Dollar or not. To him, all that 

matters is that you keep living.” “Why does he want me to keep living?” Han Sen was even more 

confused. 

God laughed and did not answer. He said, “After winning one more round, you will breach the top 100. 

Then, you will be able to leave your name on the geno god list. Will you feel successful?” 

 

Chapter 2867 Top 100 List 

Han Sen thought he would have trouble getting into the top 100, but his opponent gave up. His enemy 

did not appear on the space battleground for their fight. Han Sen realized that killing Sky Armor God had 

created an interesting effect. Before figuring out who he was, even top class deified elites feared him. 

Just like this round, the opponent was the top class. It was a true god class xenogeneic that was very 

powerful. Even he did not dare go to the space battleground to fight. These people are overestimating 

my abilities. But that is good. It saves me a lot of trouble. Han Sen departed the space battleground. 

After entering the top 100 rounds, the modes of fighting had changed. The matches were no longer 

simple deathmatches. 

The mode of the top 100 round fights made Han Sen complain to God. “Your ranking fights are too 

childish. How can you choose what rank you are?” 

It was no wonder Han Sen complained. The top 100 mode of fighting was strange. Every creature in the 

top 100 list could choose what rank they wanted to be. Each rank could only be chosen by one creature. 

It did not depend on who was stronger. It was all about speed. If one was fast enough, one could end up 

being in the top place. 

When Han Sen looked at the matches, things seemed even more unreasonable. After picking a rank, 

every person chose the rank they wished to challenge. 

 

If one was on the 100 list and wanted first place, one could go straight to challenge the being in first 

place. That challenge could only be done once. If one failed, one could not challenge any other rank. No 

matter how strong one was, one would still be in 100th place. Han Sen looked at God and said, “If you 

do this, then whoever selects first place will accept the challenges of many other creatures. For the 

spots that no one wants, they would not even have to have a single fight.” 

“You do not understand,” God said with a smile. “That is why it is interesting. You should think about 

what rank you want to be. If you want to be first, just tell me. I can bend the rules for you and put you in 

first place.” “Thanks, but no thanks. I do not want to get ranked.” Han Sen was considering which rank 

he should select. 



Now that he had thought about it, there were skills involved that depended on which rank he selected. 

Even the ones that could take first place would think about whether or not they should actually choose 

it. If they kept getting ganged up on, they could lose. The creatures that were just average and not top 

class had a better chance of getting a higher spot, which would not be outstanding. Han Sen planned to 

choose a spot that was not too high so it would not be outstanding. Although Han Sen’s power was not 

bad, and he had a god personality armament, the ones that could get into the top 100 were all true god 

deified. None of them would be easy to beat. 

There were people like Very High Leader and Sky Palace Leader. Even if they did not have a god 

personality armament, they could wield true god weaponry. The 

 

 

Han Sen’s target was to reach the top 100. Now, he had what he wanted. He did not plan on reaching 

first place. 

With the reward of the ranks, the top 10 must be the most popular. God only knows how many 

creatures actually want them. When the list is revealed, the top 10 will be bosses. It will only be me 

there, who is easy to bully. I bet people will want to challenge me. The top 10 is not good for me. Han 

Sen watched for a while. He thought somewhere around 20 would be great. 

At around 20, true gods would not like that. They would not challenge those places, and the weaker 

sorts would not select that ranking. Han Sen could probably select a ranking there. 

At around 20, he was able to sit back and watch the fireworks. He would even have a chance to 

challenge the higher ranks. If he lost, rank 20 would not be so bad. 

Han Sen planned on choosing a rank somewhere around 20. The best spot was 22. If he was unable to 

choose it, he would choose one of the others inside the 20s. 

As he waited to choose his rank, Han Sen had a screen in front of him. There were 100 squares labeled 

one to 100. The very top had a countdown. After the timer was up, they could start taking their spot and 

see who got which rank first. Han Sen This God is so boring. Even a fight needs you to take rank. When 

the countdown was up, Han Sen clicked on the number 22 tile. When Han Sen was going to select 

number 22, the number 22 tile became red. Someone had already taken it. 

Han Sen quickly checked out which number in the 20s was still available. He could only hear cha-cha-

cha, as all the 20s became red. From 11 to 40, all the positions had been taken. 

But there were still positions in the top 10 and lower that had yet to be taken. 

 

Higher or lower? Han Sen hesitated a little. He heard “cha-cha-cha.” Most of the squares turned red. 

There were only three more numbers behind 95 left. 

Holy sh*t! This is too fast. Is this a mother*cking garage sale? Han Sen felt depressed. 



There was no point in choosing after 95. The rewards were similar. No one would challenge that spot, so 

Han Sen chose the highest one out of the last three numbers. He selected 98. 

Before he raised his hand, 98 and 99 were gone. There were only 100 left. 

I can challenge someone once. I will choose 100.” Han Sen selected the 100th square. 

After confirming his position, Han Sen looked at the rankings. He noticed the one in the highest place 

was Golden Growler. Very High Leader was second. Lou Lie was third. Demon Alpha was fourth. A 

xenogeneic called Seeking Perfume Beast was fifth. Ancient God’s Ancient Sacrifice God was sixth. 

Extreme King’s Bai Wuchang was seventh. A xenogeneic called Empty Dragon King was eight. A 

xenogeneic was ninth. 

Han Sen discovered the top 100 were mostly xenogeneics. The famous races of the universe were 

actually quite rare. 

Han Sen looked through it all the way to 81. He then saw the name Zhang Xuandao. 

“Sky Palace Leader is very humble. He chose such a low rank.” Han Sen was speechless. Thinking about 

Sky Palace Leader’s personality, it was not too strange that he had chosen that. 

Han Sen looked down. When he saw number 84, he was shocked. Burning Lamp. He cannot be the 

Burning Lamp Alpha from the Buddha, can he? How did he get into the top 100? Han Sen was a bit 

surprised. As far as he knew, Burning Lamp Alpha was deified but just larva class. There was no way he 

had managed to get into the top 100. 

 

Chapter 2868 Space in his Palms 

Buddha had issues with resources and gene talents. Only Burning Lamp was deified, but his lifespan was 

almost gone. His ability to level up was practically over. 

With a guy like that getting into the top 100, it made Han Sen wonder. 

It was a shame that Han Sen did not read the complete geno god list fight. He only saw the fights that 

were about him. He did not notice Burning Lamp working his way into the top 100. 

God looked at Han Sen’s rank and laughed. “The top 100 is not bad. Although it is starting a little low, 

fighting upwards will be fun.” 

Han Sen pointed at the number 84 that displayed the name Burning Lamp and asked, “Have you seen 

this guy’s matches? How did he get into the top 100? As far as I know, he is just larva class.” 

 

“He is not larva class. He is the same as you. He is butterfly.” God paused and said, “This Burning Lamp 

was quite interesting. His power was OK, but his lifespan is almost gone. His body is like a lamp that has 

almost run out of oil. He has managed to rely on one treasure to get here. Getting into the top 100 was 

due to his complete reliance on that treasure.” 

“What treasure?” Han Sen asked with curiosity. 



“It was a knife with cause power,” God said. “It looked like a true god class treasure, but it was a bit 

weird. It looked like a race weapon, but it was not a race weapon.” 

“Buddha has a true god class treasure?” Han Sen did not dare believe this. 

 

 

“If he fights later, you’ll get a chance to watch and find out.” God shrugged his shoulders. 

Han Sen did not say anything, but he had made his mind up. When the god list fights ended, he would go 

see Buddha. He was going to take back his knife blank, the true god class knife, and the rewards Burning 

Lamp Alpha would receive. 

“When a man takes revenge, he takes back triple what was taken. He stole my knife blank… Wait… Knife 

blank… The treasure knife Burning Lamp possesses might have something to do with my knife blank. 

Han Sen suddenly thought of that. 

The reason Han Sen did not think of that first was that he did not believe his knife blank could compose 

the base of a true 

god treasure. 

Now that he thought about it, it was too much of a coincidence. 

No! I must take a look at Burning Lamp’s knife and see if it is my knife blank. Han Sen wanted to see 

Burning Lamp’s treasure knife, but Burning Lamp’s rank was too low. No one dared to challenge him, so 

he would not get a chance to see it. 

What kind of crap rules did God decide on? That old man Burning Lamp is number 84. No, no way! Han 

Sen was not happy. 

 

If Han Sen was going to challenge Burning Lamp, 84 was too low. It was not worth doing it. 

There are 10 days left, anyway. Let’s just wait. Han Sen sat next to God and watched the ranked fights. 

The first round of the ranked fights was for first place. Very High Leader challenged Golden Growler. It 

seemed as if he really wanted first place. Han Sen thought it must have been Very High Leader not 

stealing first place, which was why he was going to challenge it instead. “Out of Very High Leader and 

Golden Growler, which do you think is stronger?” Han Sen asked God. God said, “They are both deified 

elites. It is hard to tell. Anyone could win, but I’d put my money on Golden Growler.” “Why?” Hearing 

God support Golden Growler, Han Sen felt relieved. 

“His blood is the best in the entire universe,” God said. “It is one of the strongest old bloods that has 

ever existed. Although Golden Growler’s blood is not pure, the power of his genes is almost as good as 

the pure blood. The blood of the Very High is not bad, but it is not as good. According to the theory of 

the advantages and disadvantages of innate genes, Golden Growler is better. But the advantages and 



disadvantages of one’s innate genes cannot decide everything. It still depends on their practice and 

performance. They have both reached the top, so whoever reigns supreme will still be up for debate.” 

While they were discussing that, Golden Growler and Very High Leader were already atop the space 

battleground. 

“We are starting with Golden Growler and Very High Leader? That is so exciting!” “Who do you think is 

stronger? Very High Leader or Golden Growler?” 

“Of course, it will be Golden Growler. He swallowed Ancient Thunder God. He is absolutely invincible.” 

“I think it will be Very High Leader. After all, he is the leader of the top race in the universe. Ordinary 

creatures will not be able to compare to him.” 

The creatures in the universe were discussing the upcoming battle. The green-haired beast looked 

nervous and said, “Little Mountain Leader is too cocky. He selected first place right away. He should 

have chosen something lower to fight his way up.” 

The woman did not agree. She shook her head and said, “That will just prove he is weak. If he needed to 

fight, he would have to fight like an invincible champion. That is how race should be.” 

On the space battleground, the Very High Leader’s green clothes looked kind of fairy- and bone-like. The 

expression on the man’s face, however, was far too cold. It was like he existed outside the universe, 

independent of everything. His eyes displayed no emotion. He looked like an emotionless machine. 

Golden Growler looked like he always did. He came from space. His body was full of gold hair. It was like 

he was made from gold silk. 

“I have heard your race can swallow everything. You can eat gods and swallow phoenixes. From the old 

times, you are at the top of the food chain. It is very rare to find one still living.” Very High Leader was 

not joking around. The more powerful the creature, the more likely they were to destroy themselves. 

Things had always been that way. The race was invincible in ancient times, so it was rare for them still to 

have a bloodline continuing. 

At that time, there were many great races wiped out from the annals of history. Even some of the 

weaker real dragons and phoenixes were hard to find in that day and age. 

Hubris could fell the mightiest of creatures. Winning too much could lead to failure. It was the natural 

balance of the universe. 

Golden Growler was not in the mood to talk about the rising and falling of civilizations. He opened his 

mouth like a lion that swallows the sky. He tried to swallow Very High Leader. 

Suddenly, the whole of space was covered by Golden Growler’s big mouth. His mouth created a scary 

vortex that generated a very scary sucking power. Even true god class beings could not repel the force of 

the suction. 

Ancient Thunder God was swallowed by Golden Growler this way. Right now, Golden Growler was doing 

the same trick. He was going to swallow Very High Leader too. 



Very High Leader’s expression did not change. The power in his body did not change. It was like he had 

combined with the universe and space at large. He raised his hands like he was flipping the entire 

universe upside-down. 

Golden Growler had his mouth wide open. He could swallow the sky, yet he somehow landed on Very 

High Leader’s hands. 

It was not just Golden Growler either. Even the whole of space was landing in Very High Leader’s hand. 

Golden Growler was just a part of it. 

 

Chapter 2869 Swapping the Sky and Changing the Ground 

“Just using a hand to flip space and changing fate is very powerful.” Han Sen felt a chill while watching 

this. He was suspicious about this Very High Leader being the person he went back in time to see. The 

performance gave people different feelings. “The Very High Sense practice Sky and Men Combined 

Together at an extreme level. It won’t just flip space. It can even swap galaxies, change the sky, and 

swap the ground. It is not difficult, but no one of the Very High has reached that level before. People can 

swap a little planet but changing the universe’s power is impossible.” God paused and went on to say, 

“For the Very High to be able to practice to this level is something very rare to see in their history. 

Concentrating space into his hands, even god spirits like Sky Armor God could not do something similar.” 

“How do we break that power?” Han Sen asked. He had never seen power like this before, so he did not 

know what to do about it. 

“In space, his hands will keep energy flowing,” God casually said. “There are only two ways to get free. 

One method has you use your fastest speed to travel faster than a galaxy and escape the danger space. 

The other method is to blow up that space, thus resulting in nothing tying you up.” 

Just as God said that, a beast’s roar shocked the sky and shook the universe. In the space that Very High 

Leader had clutched, Golden Growler was getting bigger. 

In the eyes of the audience, the space Very High Leader was holding was just the size of a fist. It was 

actually an area of space. Golden Growler’s body was getting bigger. It was filling up that whole space. 

Then, there was a pang sound. A scary gold body blew up the space inside Very High Leader’s hands. It 

broke out from the palm, becoming an extremely scary giant gold giant beast. The planets next to them 

were as small as a waterdrop. 

 

Roar! 

Golden Growler roared. The whole of the god geno list was shaking. The audience’s hearts were 

shocked. They felt the roar exhibit an aura of murder and rage. The creatures without any courage felt 

their legs go weak. They fell. The next second, Golden Growler opened its mouth at Very High Leader. 

Very High Leader was so tiny next to Golden Growler. There was no way he was going to block the big, 

scary beast’s attack. Very High Leader’s expression did not change. His hands came together and started 

spinning. Then, something unbelievable happened. 



It was like Golden Growler’s lower body had a spinning wheel. Its body weirdly turned 180 degrees. The 

big mouth that was going to Very High Leader changed direction. 

Golden Growler turned around to bite him again, but Very High Leader spun his hands. Suddenly, the sky 

and the earth swapped. He and Golden Growler swapped positions in space, enabling Golden Growler’s 

biting power to miss. 

 

 

Many creatures watching the fight were frozen, which included Han Sen. This method to swap the sky 

and change the ground had never been heard of before. 

“It is no wonder the Very High is the No. 1 race in the big universe. This method is like God.” 

“I would say this is stronger than God. Sky Armor God, who was killed by Dollar, was nothing much. He 

was not as powerful as Very High Leader.” “Not bad. Not bad. Very High Leader is the strongest person 

in the universe. That Golden Growler only has invincible giant power. Is he going to be trapped by Very 

High Leader?” Upon seeing this, Han Sen was very shocked. Very High Leader’s skills were similar to his 

Dongxuan Area, butt Very High Leader’s power far exceeded his strength. Han Sen was able to learn 

something from Very High Leader’s skill. Very High Leader being able to do this makes my control of the 

universal cogwheels more detailed. I should be able to do the same, but his method is obviously 

supported by a geno art. I do not have a geno art. If I am just going to have to explore this on my own, it 

will be kind of annoying. 

Han Sen felt very conflicted about this. He hoped that Very High Leader would perform this a few more 

times so he could learn the techniques he needed to. 

He also wanted Golden Growler to find a way to break it. Otherwise, being played like that was useless, 

even if one did have a lot of power. 

“To be able to practice Very High Sense to this extreme, Very High Leader is not too bad.” God seemed 

to admire the spectacle, but that power clearly did not surprise him. 

Han Sen’s heart jumped. He looked at God and asked, “Why do I think Very High Leader is more 

powerful than Sky Armor God. Is it an illusion?” 

God laughed. “It is not an illusion. Sky Armor God wanted his god personality back. He forced himself to 

combine with Deep Abyss Knight, who was only a butterfly. When Sky Armor God combined with him, 

he forced it to true god class. At the end of the day, Deep Abyss Knight’s body was not enough. Also, 

Deep Abyss Knight’s abilities were different from Sky Armor God’s. It was hard for Sky Armor God to use 

all of his power. If he combined the true god class with a body of the same element, it would have been 

far more difficult for you to win. But talking about real power here, Very High Leader might not be 

weaker than Sky Armor God. To see which is greater, you would have to wait for Very High Leader to go 

to the geno hall. He will have to battle Sky Armor God to find out.” 

 

After God said all that, Han Sen felt nervous. 



Golden Growler’s body and power looked very mighty. He was almost invincible. He was much stronger 

than Han Sen and Han Sen’s body now. 

Now, he was unable to touch Very High Leader. It did not matter how strong he was. Golden Growler 

kept trying to consume Very High Leader, who kept using his skills to change the sky and swap the 

ground. Very High Leader did not move an inch, but Golden Growler was not even able to ruffle his 

clothing. 

Upon seeing this, Zhang Xuandao complimentarily said, “This old man is getting stronger.” “After all, he 

is Very High Leader,” the woman said. “It is not a surprise to learn he has this sort of power.” 

“It looks like this will be his final fight,” Zhang Xuandao said. “Successful or not, he will be going to the 

geno hall very soon.” 

“The Very High have had many people enter the geno hall, but none ever come back,” the woman said. 

“Do you think he will be able to return?” “If I knew that, I would not be just sitting here. I would have 

gone to the geno hall and start killing,” Zhang Xuandao sighed and said, “It is a shame that the rules for 

the top 100 of the geno god list are so weird. I thought I could fight him, but I can only challenge him 

once. I am afraid I am not going to find out.” 

Golden Growler kept attacking uselessly, so he stopped jumping. He stood in space, looked at Very High 

Leader, and ceased moving. 

“You may possess the blood of the growlers, but you cannot win,” Very High Leader coldly said. “Why 

don’t you concede and quit?” “Why are you waiting? Our Little Mountain Leader never loses.” The 

green-haired beast was angry. He suddenly thought of something and said, “This Very High Leader is, 

admittedly, quite good. The way he changes the sky and swaps the ground is rare to see in the 

universe.” 

The woman nearby looked serious. She nodded and said, “The Very High was able to become a high race 

not just through sheer luck. It looks like Little Mountain Leader has to use that skill. I cannot believe he 

has to use it in his first fight. 

 

Chapter 2870 Golden Door 

While Han Sen was worried about Golden Growler, Golden Growler suddenly opened his mouth. This 

time, it did not bite in the direction of Very High Leader. 

Golden Growler’s mouth exuded a gold light. Golden lights came out like a hose. Inside that golden light, 

something else appeared. 

Han Sen saw the corner of the golden substance. It had some carvings that were both beautiful and 

weird. When that thing emerged, Han Sen clearly saw it was a door coming out of Golden Growler’s 

mouth. 

The door looked as if it was made of gold. It was hundreds of feet tall. The door had some weird and 

mysterious flower symbols. It made people feel scared and have a desire to obey with a magnitude that 



could not be described. Han Sen did not understand what those flower symbols were like, but the beast 

head on the door was something Han Sen recognized. It was Golden Growler’s face. 

The golden door was surrounded by a golden halo. One could not see the door frame. The strangest 

thing about it was that no matter which angle one looked at it from, one only saw the front face of the 

door. It was like that golden door did not have a back, or its back was blended into the backdrop of 

space. It was like it was from a different world. 

 

“Why did Golden Growler’s belly have a golden door inside it?” Han Sen felt weird. He did not know 

what the golden door did. 

Very High Leader frowned as he looked at the golden door. He did not know what it was either. 

“What is this?” 

“Weird. The growlers are always so violent. I have never heard of one using a treasure before, but 

Golden Growler is using a treasure. What does this golden door do?” 

 

 

Every creature was discussing its presence. No one had ever seen this golden door before. They were 

unable to come up with a suitable conclusion. Even the higher races, such as the Extreme King and Very 

High, could only stare at that door in wonder. They wanted to know what the door did. 

Dong! When Golden Growler growled, the door’s ring was shaken open. It made a deep sound like a 

hammer. 

When the door ring was hit open, the golden door made a katcha sound and opened up a little. Gold 

light spilled from the slightly ajar door. 

Everybody’s eyes were opened wide. They stared at the ajar door, desperate to see what was inside. 

The golden door opened slowly. The gap was only enough for a fist. So far, people could only see golden 

light. Before they could figure it out or see what lay beyond, they suddenly heard Very High Leader 

make a weird sound. “This is…” Very High Leader stared at the golden door. His expression immediately 

changed. In the next moment, Very High Leader’s body had some weird power that spread like the tide. 

Everybody thought Very High Leader was going to fight back, but Very High Leader moved his body. He 

ripped space and exited the space battleground. 

The whole universe was dead silent. No one believed Very High Leader was willing to concede and leave 

the geno god list. 

“Holy crap… What is this golden door? The door did not even open and yet, Very High Leader was scared 

away.” 

 



“Yes. I want to know more about that golden door.” 

“That is so depressing. Very High Leader quit too fast. Even if he decided to leave, he should have waited 

until the door was opened to let us see what lay beyond it.” 

Everyone was both shocked and depressed. After Very High Leader was gone, Golden Growler opened 

his mouth and put the golden door away. No one knew what was inside the golden door. 

“Huh, that old man was smart,” the green-haired beast said with a smile. He looked cocky. “Little 

Mountain Leader is invincible.” 

Han Sen was confused. He did not see what was inside the golden door. What could have scared Very 

High Leader away? “Interesting.” God looked at Golden Growler with interest and that was all. Han Sen 

was disappointed to not hear his explanation. 

That fight made Golden Growler and the golden door’s name explode across the universe. Just opening 

it ajar was enough to scare away Very High Leader was immensely terrifying. 

After this fight, Golden Growler was already the first rank in the geno god list. No one was really able to 

dethrone him. 

In fact, no one dared to challenge Golden Growler. He had scared off Very High Leader, so that 

performance was too scary. As some people looked for Very High Leader to request an explanation on 

what happened, Very High Leader only answered, “Right now, the universe does not have a creature 

that can fight Golden Growler.” 

After he said that, Golden Growler’s title increased even more. It made other creatures even more 

scared of him. No one dared to challenge Golden Growler. 

The top rank was supposed to be very popular and competitive, but it was now cold. the rankings below 

it had become more popular. Han Sen a shock was shocked by the fact that Lou Lie was ranked third. He 

challenged Demon Alpha, who was in fourth. This lower-level challenge made people drop their glasses. 

Everybody was excited about this fight. Lou Lie was a very mysterious character. He was the biggest 

black horse, aside from Dollar, in the geno god list fights. Demon Alpha’s killing of Dragon One shocked 

the whole universe. The two of them fighting made everyone concerned. 

Lou Lie must be in Blood Legion. Why is he challenging Demon Alpha? Are the people of Blood Legion 

suspicious about Demon Alpha and the shura people? Are they trying to find out who Demon Alpha is? 

Han Sen kept thinking. There was only one possibility. Otherwise, he would not have to lower his level. 

Han Sen thought he could see something in this fight, but Demon Alpha did not even respond to the 

challenge. He merely gave up. The funnier thing was that after Demon Alpha gave up, his rank increased. 

She went from fourth to third. The winner, Lou Lie, was made fourth. 

“Your rules are so unscientific.” Han Sen was a bit speechless as he looked at God drinking his tea and 

chilling. 

God smiled and asked, “Isn’t it interesting?” 

The challenges had been going on, but the rankings did not change much. That was especially true of the 

top 10. There were not many changes there. Han Sen was watching them for six days. One of the top 10 



dropped out, but the other nine remained in the top 10. Some of their positions changed. Han Sen 

waited many days, but no one seemed to challenge Burning Lamp. He was depressed, but then he saw 

the space battleground flicker with light. Burning Lamp and another name appeared. Someone is 

challenging Burning Lamp. Han Sen was delighted. He looked at the space battleground and saw Burning 

Lamp enter the space battleground. Han Sen did not see him wielding a knife. 

Another shape took form in the space battleground too. It was the one above Han Sen. It was number 

99. It was a deified xenogeneic called Pluto Peacock. 

 

Chapter 2871 Pluto Peacock 

Pluto Peacock had many black feathers. Its neck and other places had blue feathers and green feathers. 

Its eyes had some feathers with two colors, from blue to green. It also had blue eyeballs and green 

pupils. 

From what Han Sen could tell, Pluto Peacock had reached butterfly class not too long ago. It had become 

true god class in a recent deathmatch. Its power was not solid yet. It was one of the weaker enemies of 

the deified fights, so it selected the enemy that was one higher than him. 

Aside from Pluto Peacock, there were still two people lower than it. That was the butterfly class Han Sen 

and Burning Lamp. Han Sen had killed a god spirit, which was really scary. Pluto Peacock did not dare do 

anything to him. It saw the butterfly Burning Lamp at number 84, so it fancied challenging him. 

Burning Lamp looked dim, but he was not afraid of his opponent. Getting into the top 100 was a mission 

that he accomplished well. It would have been great if he could win. Getting number 99 was not too bad 

for Burning Lamp. After all, reaching position 99 still guaranteed him a true god weapon. Getting a true 

god weapon for Buddha was the most thing he could do for Buddha in the waning twilight of his life. 

Burning Lamp was not planning on giving up now. Being at number 84 was better than number 99. Aside 

from a true god weapon at such a rank, he could obtain a true god material. So, Burning Lamp fancied 

giving it a go. Facing a true god class Pluto Peacock, Burning Lamp did not dare to be careless. He pulled 

out a knife hidden within his Buddha clothing. 

 

The knife looked a bit weird. It had the shape of a knife, but it did not have a blade. It was like it had not 

been pulled out. Although it had not been pulled out, there was some buddha light on the body. It was 

like it was surrounded by a buddha light. It looked kind of holy. 

It sort of looks like my knife blank, but it does not look like it. Han Sen could not tell whether it was his 

knife blank or not, but the buddha light that came from the knife looked like Sky Demon Power. It 

seemed as if it possessed some sort of cause power, but it was not so pure like Sky Demon Power. It was 

mixed with another sort of power. 

Han Sen looked at God and asked, “Does Buddha have cause powers?” He was not entirely sure what 

sort of powers Buddha commanded. 



God laughed. “The potential of the Buddha is not too good. It was difficult for them to become a higher 

race, so they learned a little bit out of every race and compiled it all into their own teachings. It is how 

they survived. That includes their Filling skill. They learned that from one of the dragon’s blood skills. 

There are many situations like this. The buddha use all sorts of different skills, but none of them are 

 

 

pure.” 

“Do they have the cause power from the demons?” Han Sen asked. “Not exactly,” God said. “The cause 

power inside the knife exists independently. It is different from the demons, so that is why I think it is 

interesting.” 

“After all, you do not even know what that knife is, right” Han Sen finally understood. 

“There are too many weird things in this universe. It is perfectly normal for me not to know.” God 

laughed. While they were talking, Pluto Peacock suddenly screamed. The back of the peacock opened. 

The feathers that looked like eyes released some weird eye light. It made the whole of space turn into a 

weird green and blue color. It felt as if a scary movie was being filmed. “Although Pluto Peacock is just a 

xenogeneic that does not have many geno arts like a high race, its Pluto powers are very special,” God 

said. “If he cannot break it, even a true god class would lose.” 

“I do not see anything special about it. You make it sound all spooky and powerful, but Burning Lamp is 

not hurt.” Han Sen saw Burning Lamp covered in a green and blue light. He was not hurt. He felt weird 

too. 

“That is why Pluto powers are so scary,” God said. “In the universe, isn’t there a saying that ‘time is an 

invisible, pig-killing knife?’ Their underworld god area is from life to death. In the underworld, living 

creatures turn into dead spirits. Then, the underworld leader will consume them.” 

Han Sen was shocked. He used the Dongxuan Area to look at Pluto Peacock’s underworld god area. He 

saw the weird green and blue light consuming Burning Lamp’s body. His cells were turning green and 

blue. Burning Lamp swung the knife at Pluto Peacock, but Pluto Peacock was invincible. Burning Lamp’s 

knife light was going to touch its body, but the knife went clean through it. He was unable to harm it. 

Burning Lamp was using many different geno arts, but none of them could touch Pluto Peacock’s body. 

Pluto Peacock was standing in the underworld with its rear peacock feathers shining an underworld 

light. 

 

After a long time of this, Burning Lamp’s skin started to turn into a weird green and blue color. It looked 

rather transparent. One was able to see his skin and blood vessels on the inside. 

The longer this went on, the more underworld-like Burning Lamp was looking. He could not do anything 

to Pluto Peacock. 

“It looks like the knife’s cause power is worse than the demon,” Han Sen said. “It cannot cut off cause 

power.” 



“Although they are cause powers, they are not of the same type,” God said. “It is like the same types of 

iron. Some irons are used to make knives whereas some irons are made to create shields. They are 

different.” 

“What is the function of that knife?” Han Sen asked. 

“You will find out if you keep watching,” God said with a smile. He did not answer Han Sen’s question. 

Burning Lamp seemed to be suppressed before Pluto Peacock. No matter what geno art he used, he 

could not hurt Pluto Peacock. His body gradually became more transparent. He was like a blue and 

green crystal. You could even see the organs inside him. 

Han Sen felt a bit sad. In the past, he seemed to be so strong. Burning Lamp had even turned him into an 

ant. Now, he was just this. 

“It looks like power really does determine everything,” Han Sen said with a sigh. 

Han Sen did not believe Burning Lamp would concede so easily. Burning Lamp was a pious individual. If 

he did not think he could win, he would leave. He would not stay and risk his life. 

He was now in a terrible position, yet he showed no sign of wanting to give up. He clearly had a plan. 

Han Sen could not figure out how Burning Lamp would triumph over his enemy. From the beginning, up 

until now, the knife in his hand was not affected by the underworld area. It was still shining with a 

buddha light. It was not affected by the underworld lamp. 

Burning Lamp’s body was becoming half-empty. Pluto Peacock’s eyes flashed. It opened its mouth and 

started sucking Burning Lamp. Burning Lamp was unable to control his body. He ended up flying toward 

Pluto Peacock’s mouth and was instantly gone. Pluto Peacock swallowed Burning Lamp. It felt so happy 

that it screamed. It closed up its peacock feathers. The underworld area was gone. When all the 

audience believed the fight to be over, Pluto Peacock started screaming. Its chest and belly were 

suddenly cut open. God blood was pouring out. The knife Burning Lamp was holding had a buddha light. 

It came out from the wound. 

 

Chapter 2872 Self-Torturing Knife 

“Weird. How has his body recovered already?” Han Sen was looking at Pluto Peacock’s wounds where 

Burning Lamp came out from. He was shocked by what he had seen. 

Burning Lamp was in the underworld. Now, his body had completely recovered. The blue-green 

transparent color was gone. 

According to the theory, Burning Lamp was unable to withstand the underworld god light power. He 

became part of the underworld. After he became part of the underworld, he was not a threat to Pluto 

Peacock. He was no longer unable to damage Pluto Peacock’s body. 

Now, Burning Lamp had emerged safely. His body had returned to normal. It was like he had never been 

injured. If Burning Lamp had that power all along, he did not have to go through so much trouble and 



get swallowed by Pluto Peacock before fighting back. “It looks like the problem is the knife.” Han Sen 

looked at the knife as he spoke to himself. 

God, who was near him, continued speaking. “It looks like it has something to do with the power of the 

knife. Otherwise, Burning Lamp would be dead. 

 

“This knife’s power cannot be reverse-cause, can it?” Han Sen asking after thinking for a moment. “I do 

not know,” God said. “More accurately, it might be a consequence of cause. Pluto Peacock used 

underworld god light to damage Burning Lamp and later consume him. Everything that was done to 

Burning Lamp was the cause. Then, that knife could absorb the cause power and turn it into his own 

power, which could be reversed upon the enemy that created it.” 

“If things are like that, then having that knife can make you invincible,” Han Sen said. “No matter how 

strong the enemy is, the knife will absorb its power and cast it back. No matter how strong the enemy is, 

you can fight back.” “That is the theory, but first, you need a body that can withstand such damage. If 

your body cannot sustain the damage being dealt, you will be killed before the knife can absorb all the 

power and unleash it. It does not matter how strong the knife is.” God laughed. 

“You are right. It is no wonder Burning Lamp can reach the top 100. It all came down to the knife.” Han 

Sen stared at the knife with fire in his eyes. He was thinking, “No matter if the knife is my blood knife 

blank or not, when I destroy the Buddha Kingdom, I am taking that knife. With my body’s fitness and 

that knife, it might not fare well in the beginning, but I can certainly tackle true 

gods.” 

 

 

Pluto Peacock was heavily injured. It was so angry that it cast underworld area again, but it was too 

injured. The power of the underworld god area was reduced, and the wounds could not be healed by 

the underworld. Burning Lamp used his knife to attack the creature’s wounds. It made Pluto Peacock 

very angry, but the wounds were becoming worse. It had no choice but to quit the battle. Burning Lamp 

won the battle. 

Han Sen thought about the fight that had just ended and sort of understood how the knife functioned 

now. “Burning Lamp really is a tricky man. That knife can attack any second. He waited until Pluto 

Peacock swallowed him before attacking. That is a sort of patience not everyone can have.” 

The knife itself would not absorb Burning Lamp’s wounds. It required activation from Burning Lamp for 

the power to be unleashed. That was when the knife absorbed the wounds he had incurred or the cause 

power. After all the cause was absorbed, Burning Lamp’s body would return to normal again like he was 

never injured in the first place. 

The knife that absorbed the cause power could release an attack power that was equal to what had 

previously been dealt. 



The knife’s power did seem to have its limitations. One could not just use it whenever. It required some 

time to separate it. Also, Burning Lamp’s body was getting more and more wounds. The power the knife 

could release was able to become stronger. That was why Burning Lamp endured it all the way and 

enabled himself to be swallowed by Pluto Peacock. It gave back all the damage to Pluto Peacock that it 

was unable to recover from. 

Burning Lamp then used the power of the knife. Because the power that had been absorbed was 

minimal, it did not deal much damage. Just like God had said, the more power the body could endure, 

the more power the knife was able to release. “This is a f*cking self-torturing knife. If you do not get 

hurt, it is not strong. The more you are hurt, the stronger it becomes. Where did Burning Lamp get this 

knife from?” Han Sen could not help but complain. 

Regardless, it was evident that Burning Lamp had won the match. He kept his rank of 84. The ranking of 

84 was not really a rank that others wanted to fight for. Even though Burning Lamp had been swallowed 

by his enemy, he was able to come back out alive. It made the creatures of a lower rank not dare 

challenge him. After this fight, no creature dared challenge him anymore. “Never mind, I will just let him 

be happy for a bit.” Han Sen did not want to challenge Burning Lamp either. Rank 84 was too low. Han 

Sen did not have much chance to win by challenging the top 10. If he challenged those in the top 20 to 

30, he might have stood a chance. He would have received many rewards. Thus, Han Sen did not risk 

wasting time by challenging Burning Lamp. Plus, Han Sen was planning a trip to visit the Buddha 

Kingdom anyway. The more benefits Burning Lamp received now, the more benefits Han Sen would 

receive after his holiday. So, there was no need for him to disrupt Burning Lamp’s ranking now. From 

Han Sen’s perspective, Burning Lamp was now something like an employee of his. “So, who should I 

challenge?” Han Sen thought to himself. Although Han Sen really wanted to challenge Demon Alpha, he 

knew that even if he used all of his power, he might not be able to defeat Demon Alpha. He quickly gave 

up on the idea. Lou Lie was a member of Blood Legion. Blood Legion had helped Han Sen out in the 

universe, so he did not want to hurt them either. Regarding Very High Leader, unless Han Sen used 

Super God Spirit mode, he did not have what it took to fight back. He also gave up on that idea. 

Han Sen again looked at the top 10. None of them were good to fight. Han Sen also made use of his law 

eye. Some of them had crime meters, but their crime meters were not high enough to see them dead. 

 

Using the law eye against them would not have been an effective tactic. 

Han Sen kept trying to choose. In the end, he looked at a xenogeneic ranked 25. It was a xenogeneic that 

looked like an elephant. Its name was Maha God Elephant. 

Its power seemed to be strong, but its primary power was just a powerful holy light that could heal. 

Han Sen saw an Extreme King wanting to challenge him. He used all sorts of geno arts to attack the 

Maha God Elephant, but the God Elephant merely stood where it was without moving. It kept spewing a 

holy light. Within that holy light, its body was healed faster than it was able to be hurt. In the end, the 

Extreme King fighter was too tired. He ended up conceding. It was such a powerful defensive and 

healing power. Ordinary true gods could not do anything to it, but it was perfect for Han Sen. He had the 

Sky Vine Radish God Lance. Its attack power was the best. There was a very high chance of it defeating 

the Maha God Elephant. 



But Han Sen was not in a rush. There were a few more days to go before the challenges ended. Han Sen 

planned to just sit and watch for now.The geno god list lights were flickering. Two ranks lit up. Han Sen 

glanced at them. One of them was Sky Palace Leader’s Zhang Xuandao. 

 

Chapter 2873 Han Sen’s Challenge 

“Finally moved.” Han Sen quickly looked at the other name. He noticed Zhang Xuandao was challenging 

Ancient Sacrifice God, who was ranked sixth. 

Ancient Sacrifice God was one of the Ancient Gods, and he was the highest-ranked person within the 

Ancient Gods. 

Han Sen saw Ancient Sacrifice God fight before. He proved himself to be an incredibly strong true god. 

He had a mysterious sacrificial power that enabled him to easily defeat a true god deified xenogeneic 

that challenged him. 

Han Sen believed that with Ancient Sacrifice God’s power, his rank could be higher. 

Han Sen was surprised that Sky Palace Leader was willing to challenge Ancient Sacrifice God. Han Sen 

thought he would go for a higher-ranked person, such as Seeking Perfume Beast. 

 

Sky Palace Leader landed in space. He looked like holy winds and bones. People who did not know him 

would have thought he was like some kind of god fairy. 

Zhang Xuandao looked at Ancient Sacrifice God coldly and said, “Ancient Sacrifice God, it is time we 

finished this.” 

Ancient Sacrifice God was like a green giant. A bronze tripod was in his hands. He coldly looked at Zhang 

Xuandao. Suddenly, the bronze tripod in his hands had a strange glow. All the stars in the sky were 

falling. A river of stars descended. It was all going toward the bronze tripod. It was like the whole 

universe was being sucked into the bronze tripod. 

Han Sen once watched Ancient Sacrifice God battle a true god xenogeneic. It was sucked into the bronze 

tripod and was unable to fight back. 

 

 

Zhang Xuandao was in space. He let the stars fall and the suns break. He let them all go past his body 

while he did not move an inch. It was like the bronze tripod power did not exist. “Ancient Sacrifice God, 

use all the powers you can. Do not leave any regrets.” Zhang Xuandao was like a god standing between 

the sky and the ground. His power was like everything in the world was nothing. Ancient Sacrifice God 

was angry, so he roared. The bronze tripod was glowing with light. The markings on the tripod lit up. 

Some of the markings were like a bird, whereas others were like a beast. 



The suns, moons, stars, birds, beasts, fish, flowers, grass, trees, wood… All the substances were 

becoming abstract symbols on the tripod. As those symbols brightened, the entire universe seemed to 

have some sort of power that went toward the bronze tripod. It made the power of the bronze tripod 

stronger and stronger. 

“It can use the power of the universe. Ancient Sacrifice God is so scary.” Han Sen was so scared. 

God looked at Ancient Sacrifice God with keen interest. “Ancient Gods are born deifieds. Their talents 

are the highest out of the high races, but their growth is the least out of all races. In history, they are the 

oldest race. They are all born deified. Yet today, they are still like this. Nothing has improved much.” 

“They are already true god class,” Han Sen said. “How many more breakthroughs do you think they can 

achieve? Getting into the gene god hall?” 

God shook his head. He did not explain. He went on to say, “You cannot blame the Ancient Gods. Other 

creatures have countless steps to climb, whereas they only have two or three steps. It is normal for 

them to ascend so slowly.” 

The bronze tripod was buffed by everything in the universe. The power was becoming scarier. Ancient 

Sacrifice God was roaring. He raised the tripod in his hands. The tripod made some roaring sounds like a 

dragon or a tiger. At the same time, it released a scary light. It became a beam of light firing into the sky. 

Inside the beam of light, Han Sen saw a weird shadow flashing. It was like a God Spirit grabbing Sky 

Palace Leader in space. 

 

That shadow was very strong. It was the strongest Han Sen had ever seen in a god fight before. Even 

when Dragon One used his dragon race weapon, the Blood Dragon Ruler’s, which was seven true gods 

combined into one mode, it was not as scary as this beam of light in the shadow. 

The light shadow gave Han Sen the feeling of a God Spirit that could destroy the world. It had an 

incredible power that was terrifying. Even with Han Sen’s power and willpower, it made him feel very 

small. 

“Many years have passed, yet you still only use this trick.” Sky Palace Leader looked at the light shadow 

with disdain. 

A finger moved. A light spell was cast. It latched onto the giant palm from the shadow. 

Roar! 

The light shadow touched the light spell. The palm went back. It made a silent roar as if something was 

electrified. 

It was not over yet. The light spell stuck to the light shadow’s palm. The light grew brighter. It 

suppressed the light shadow and pillar of light. 

When the light spell power became stronger, the holy power suppressed the beam of light and light 

shadow. It forced them back into the bronze tripod. No matter how that light shadow roared, he still 

could not stop it. 



“Very powerful Sky spell, and Very power Sky leader.” Han Sen could not help but compliment him.” Sky 

Palace’s original gene killing spell was something Han Sen had seen before. How Sky Palace Leader used 

it surprised him. Of course, the main part of it was the fact that Sky Palace Leader was too strong. The 

power he commanded was as high as a true god could be. In the next second, the light spell landed on 

the tripod. No matter how much power Ancient Sacrifice God used, it was like the bronze tripod had 

been suppressed by a mountain. He could not release any power. As the light spell grew stronger, the 

bronze tripod became more suppressed. Ancient Sacrifice God seemed incapable of moving the bronze 

tripod. His arms were starting to bend. 

“Roar!” Ancient Sacrifice God madly roared, but he could not stop the tripod from failing. In the end, the 

bronze tripod fell out of his hands and flew into space. 

Zhang Xuandao waved his sleeves and put the bronze tripod in them. He coldly said, “Sacrifice God 

Bronze can lend me this for a thousand years as interest.” 

Ancient Sacrifice God was furious. His bronze body shone brightly, making his seem like a glowing sky 

giant. He ripped through space toward Zhang Xuandao. Zhang Xuandao waved his sleeves. Ancient 

Sacrifice God’s bronze body, which looked like it could support the sky and ground, was hit into space. 

He fell into a rip in space and disappeared. “A thousand years later, you may come and collect your 

sacrifice bronze tripod from Sky Palace.” After Sky Palace Leader said that, he turned around. All the 

creatures were in immense shock. “He is so powerful,” Han Sen thought. He had to admit that Sky 

Palace Leader had what it took to be cool. His powers and method were similar to Very High Leader. 

Even God complimented him. “Very good Sky Zhang Xuandao!” The next challenge was boring because 

of Zhang Xuandao’s match. All the creatures were still talking about the fight between Zhang Xuandao 

and Ancient Sacrifice God. People thought that if the challenges were not one-chance affairs, Zhang 

Xuandao’s rank could have been higher. He might have even replaced Very High Leader to become 

second. More interesting fights occurred over the next few days, but none were as good as Zhang 

Xuandao’s fight. They were nothing worth focusing on. Seeing that there was only one day of challenges 

left, Han Sen finally used his challenge. His target was going to be Maha God Elephant. 

 

Chapter 2874 Maha God Elephant 

Han Sen hastily appeared on the space battleground. He saw a red, giant elephant also appear across 

the distance of space between them. 

That giant elephant was all red. Its body had a burning red flame. If one went to feel it, one would notice 

that the blaze did not have a temperature. 

“Roar!” Maha God Elephant’s trunk lifted. The crystal-looking, fiery, crystal stone elephant teeth were 

also lifted. 

Han Sen reached out with his hand and had his Sky Vine Radish God Lance appear in his arms. In the 

next second, Han Sen teleported directly before the Maha God Elephant. The Sky Vine Radish God Lance 

was thrust into Maha God Elephant’s flesh. The tip of the lance plunged into the elephant’s tough skin. 

As Han Sen pushed it in, he felt the muscles inside the elephant were like beef tendons. They were very 



tough. The Sky Vine Radish God Lance only had its tip pierce into it. It was difficult trying to push it 

deeper in. 

“That’s a very tough body. No wonder it was able to reach the top 20 as a true god xenogeneic.” Han 

Sen was shocked. Before the elephant’s trunk came at him, Han Sen pulled the lance back and leaped 

away. 

 

Maha God Elephant had a massive amount of power. He was able to hit a true god body with a might 

other true gods would not even attempt to block. Han Sen was only a butterfly, so he did not want to 

get hit. 

After the Sky Vine Radish God Lance was pulled out, the wounds did not drip with god blood. A sapling 

was growing, but it did not grow fast. 

The god elephant’s red lights were burning. The wound where the sapling had appeared quickly healed. 

The saplings were like little tufts of grass weaseling their way through a wall stone. They tried their best 

to squeeze through the gaps. It was so hard that it was like fighting the sky. They did not get squeezed to 

death, but it was hard for them to grow. 

“If one hit won’t work, then I will have to give it many more.” Han Sen’s body flashed like a ghost. He 

kept appearing in front, at its back, and to the left and right of the god elephant. At the same time, the 

Sky Vine Radish God Lance in his hands flashed like thunder. It kept striking the god elephant’s flesh. 

Before the god elephant’s elephant trunk got close, Han Sen could easily flash and bolt over to another 

location. 

 

 

There was infinite power when using the Sky Vine Radish God Lance. It left one hole and another hole on 

the god elephant. Every hole creating saplings growing from the wounds. Even though the god 

elephant’s flesh was extremely sturdy, and it was running under the bounty of the powerful healing 

fires, its body had many saplings growing all over it like a layer of green hair. But the saplings were 

having great difficulty growing. They were squeezed by the god elephant’s flesh, almost to the point of 

death. 

Han Sen thought, “Any true god xenogeneic in the top 100 is hard to deal with. If I could become true 

god, I could use my own power to rip its body to shreds before it healed once. Now, I need the Sky Vine 

Radish God Lance power. Even so, it is still really difficult.” His hands did not stop. The lance’s green 

lightning kept striking the god elephant’s body. It left many saplings behind in its wake. 

It looked like he had the advantage, but it was still hard to damage the god elephant. 

“Maha God Elephant’s healing power is too effective. It is no wonder it is the xenogeneic that represents 

life. Even god personality armaments cannot kill it.” 

“It looks like Dollar is in trouble.” 



“He could pick anyone, yet he decided to challenge the Maha God Elephant. If he selected a higher rank 

xenogeneic, he would have killed it already.” The audience was talking. Sky Palace Leader was laughing 

and saying, “It looks like Dollar underestimated Maha God Elephant’s defense and healing powers. This 

is the xenogeneic with the best life element. Although the god personality armament is a weapon, it is 

plant-based. Normal creatures might be able to be killed easily by it but killing the Maha God Elephant 

with it will not be easy.” 

“It is a shame the Maha God Elephant is very grumpy and proud,” the woman said with a sigh. “If we 

could tame it to protect the palace, we could have a true god join our forces.” “Although that guy is 

living in Ancient God’s holy place, it has been living in the Sand Lake,” Sky Palace Leader said with a 

laugh. “No one can do anything there. Even the Ancient Gods cannot do anything there.” “Fortunately, 

its healing power is strong and supremely powerful,” the woman said. “It is very clumsy, though. It can 

easily be tricked by geno arts. It is good enough to be a guard but not enough to be a warrior.” 

“Maybe not. With it here, it will be like a needle in the sea. It would be hard for it to die. It would be 

very useful for fighting in a xenogeneic space.” Sky Palace Leader sighed and said, “But it keeps guarding 

Sand River. It won’t work for anyone.” Han Sen realized he had underestimated Maha God Elephant’s 

power. Killing it with the Sky Vine Radish God Lance was not easy. 

 

If Han Sen had selected it, he was prepared. He retreated and stopped attacking Maha God Elephant. 

“He is so strong. Even Dollar, who has a god personality armament, cannot do anything.” “Is he going to 

give up?” “I do not think so. Dollar still has that eye skill that judged Sky Armor God.” 

“You are right. It looks like we can see the scary judgment power again.” 

Everyone wanted Han Sen to use the eye of law. Han Sen had seen that although the Maha God 

Elephant looked very red, in the eye of the law, it was white like a sheet of paper. It did not have any 

level of crime. Using the law eye would not work on it. 

Maha God Elephant saw Han Sen leave, but it was not planning on chasing him. He provoked him by 

raising its trunk and screaming a lot of taunting noises. Its body was full of green saplings, but it did not 

care. It was like the saplings did not affect him. 

Han Sen laughed. “You were cocky too soon.” 

Han Sen put the Sky Vine Radish God Lance away. His thumb and middle finger on his right hand came 

together. A gold light was shining in between them. It created a gold coin. 

Han Sen was holding a coin. He did not move. He watched the number on the coin keep jumping up. 1… 

2… 3… 4… 5… 6… 

As the number on the coins jumped, Han Sen’s presence became scarier. It was like he was a bomb 

brewing and about to explode. 

Maha God Elephant realized something might have been wrong. It roared and used its four legs to run at 

Han Sen. At the same time, its elephant trunk was like a pillar that opened the sky. It created a scary red 

light that tried to break Han Sen. 



Seeing Maha God Elephant in front of him, Han Sen did not dare use his own body to block its attack. 

Maha God Elephant suddenly bounced the coin away. 

Bzzt! 

The coin created some gold light in space. It hit Maha God Elephant’s forehead. It gathered up all the 

way to 13 times the power. At that point, the coin was like a heavy hammer. It shook the Maha God 

Elephant, which was running away. 

Han Sen thought, “It is a shame I am just butterfly. If I was true god, that would have been Saving Money 

times 13. It would turn his body into dust.” 

Maha God Elephant madly roared. It wanted to run at Han Sen again. It was too slow. It was like it was 

carrying a mountain. 

 

Chapter 2875 Final Challenge 

A coin was shining on Maha God Elephant’s head. It was like Maha God Elephant was being suppressed 

by an entire mountain. It was not that fast before, but it was even slower now. 

Even with Han Sen’s power magnified to 13, it still wasn’t enough to suppress Maha God Elephant. The 

god elephant’s tusks were still raised. The beast was trying to skewer Han Sen. “You still won’t concede.” 

Han Sen laughed. He cast a golden light, which landed on the god elephant. It made the number on the 

coin on the Maha God Elephant’s forehead increase a bit. It went from 13 to 14. The god elephant’s 

body became heavier. It was harder for it to walk. 

“Let’s see how many numbers it can endure.” Han Sen moved his finger again. A gold light was fired out. 

It made Maha God Elephant’s forehead increase again. 

Han Sen clicked his fingers 10 times. The numbers on the coin increased more and more. Maha God 

Elephant forced itself to run at Han Sen, but it could not take the pressure of the coins. Before it ran in 

front of Han Sen, it fell down. It fell from space. It fell onto a planet. It was like an asteroid. It blew a big 

circular hole in the planet. 

The land was crushed on that planet. A volcanic eruption started everywhere. Fire, light, and dust 

enveloped the planet. 

 

Maha God Elephant was suppressed on the planet. Its limbs tried using strength to fly. When one of its 

legs was lifted, the other three legs were still on the ground. The ground broke. The god elephant could 

not stand. It fell on the floor. 

The god elephant kept struggling, but the suppressive powers of the coin were too much for it to bear. 

No matter what it tried, it was unable to get up. The rocks beneath its feet kept cracking. Its body 

started to sink into the ground. 

Boom! 



The planet was blown up by the god elephant. The god elephant fell through and out of the planet, 

making its body continue falling through space. It was getting further and further from Han Sen. 

 

 

“Roar!” The god elephant madly roared. It stared at Han Sen. In the end, it had no choice but to concede 

and leave 

space. 

“That coin can keep gathering up power, and the power is still there. But this is different from the Saving 

Power skill.” 

“That is Dollar’s true power. He did not need a god personality armament to suppress the true god class 

Maha God Elephant.” 

“What kind of geno art is that? It was used by Dollar, who is butterfly, yet the Maha God Elephant was 

unable to tackle it.” 

“Did you see it? Who said Dollar only depended on law powers or the god personality armament? He did 

not need those two to suppress a true god.” 

“Interesting geno art.” That was God’s comment. 

Han Sen’s victory did not generate much excitement. After all, people had seen crazier fights before. His 

fight was not that exciting. It was just a nice display of Saving Money that incited the curiosity of others. 

 

It was the last day of the ranked fights. The rankings were pretty much still. Everyone knew about the 

top 10. Ancient Sacrifice God dropped out of the top 10 due to Sky Palace Leader, but he still had one 

opportunity for challenge. After the challenge, he ended up back in the top 

10. 

At the top of the list, unmoved, was Golden Growler. Very High Leader was second. Demon Alpha was 

third. Lou Lie was fourth. The xenogeneic called Seeking Perfume Beast was fifth. Sky Palace’s Zhang 

Xuandao was sixth. Extreme King’s Bai Wuchang was seventh. A xenogeneic called Empty Dragon King 

was eight. Ancient Sacrifice God had made a comeback to claim ninth. Underworld Ghost was 10th. 

Underworld Ghost was quite strange. He was invisible. No one was able to tell what he looked like, and 

no one knew what xenogeneic or race he belonged to 

The xenogeneics that challenged him could never see him. Thus, they were beaten. 

As for Bai Wuchang from the Extreme King, Han Sen heard from Bao Ying that he was actually at a level 

higher than Bai King. He was the generation’s scariest elite from the Bai family. 

The ranked fights were almost done. There could not be any drastic changes. Han Sen was able to calmly 

wait for the fights to be over before claiming his rewards. 



No. 25 was able to claim a random true god weapon and get four random true god materials. In addition 

to that, there was a God Spirit stamp. As for what the God Spirit stamp meant or did, Han Sen did not 

know. 

“What does the God Spirit stamp do?” Han Sen asked God. 

“You can use it to enter the geno hall’s gate,” God said. “You can enter the geno hall safely one time.” 

“Can I go to Sky Armor God’s hall?” Han Sen asked. 

“Of course,” God said with a nod. “Aside from Sky Armor God’s god temple, can I go anywhere else?” 

Han Sen asked. Han Sen had Evil Lotus God’s son’s god personality. If he had the chance, Han Sen 

wanted to get another god personality armament. “No. Each God Spirit stamp only gives you one 

chance.” God laughed. He pointed at Golden Growler, who was No. 1, and said, “But you can go 

challenge him. If you beat him and earn the God Spirit seat, you can go anywhere in the geno hall. You 

will not be restricted.” 

“He managed to scare off Very High Leader, so why would I even bother trying?” Han Sen asked with a 

lift of his lips. 

Even if Han Sen could beat him, he did not want to fight Golden Growler. 

God said it like a joke anyway. So, he did not say anything. Everyone thought the geno god list fights 

were over. There should not have been any more changes, but the people still craved for more. 

After all, ordinary creatures would never see deified elites in this manner again. Even if they came across 

them in the wild, they would not dare look at them. They would be too scared to do so. 

During the geno god list fights, the deified creatures were being killed like dogs. These battles had the 

kind of excitement ordinary fights never managed to generate. Plus, watching deified elites fight 

inspired ordinary creatures to grow and better themselves. Just feeling their emotions and the wills of 

the deified battlers made the lower-level creatures understand something. 

“It is over. I wonder when the next geno god list fight will start.” 

“I hope I can see it every year.” 

“Stop dreaming. Deified elites do not have the time to fight every day. We might not even have one 

every 100 years. There will probably be a gap that is even greater than the geno being scroll.” 

While everyone was talking, two names suddenly lit up on the geno god list. 

“There is a challenger. At this time, who are the challengers?” Everyone was shocked and happy. They 

looked at the geno god list and saw Golden Growler’s name light up. 

“Holy sh*t! Golden Growler is challenging. He is the first. Who is he challenging?” “Yeah, who is he 

challenging?” 

Everyone was confused. They kept looking at the list trying to find out who Golden Growler sought to 

challenge. 

“Dollar… Golden Growler wants to challenge Dollar.” 



“Oh my God! What is Golden Growler doing? Why does he want to challenge Dollar now?” 

On Empty Mountain, the green-haired beast almost passed out in anger. He was stomping his feet. 

“Little Mountain Leader… What is Little Mountain Leader doing? Why is he challenging him? If Dollar 

concedes, that means he just gave out first place.” 

God was also surprised. He looked at Golden Growler and then at Han Sen. He looked confused. 

Chapter 2876 The Scariest Hit 

 

Han Sen was also a little shocked. “Does Little Gold Gold recognize me?” 

“How much hatred is in there? Now, he has selected to challenge Dollar at this time.” 

“What is the grudge that must exist between Golden Growler and Dollar? Golden Growlers has first 

place, yet he still wants to challenge Dollar.” 

“If Dollar concedes in the match, he can achieve first place, right?”. 

“Wouldn’t an elite have the dignity not to do that? Dollar won’t just give up before at least trying to 

fight.” 

“That is hard to tell. Didn’t Demon Alpha concede directly to become third place?” 

 

People were so excited. They were talking ravenously amongst each other. They were shocked that 

Golden Growler was doing this challenge. 

Golden Growler appeared on the space battleground. He stood atop a planet. It looked like he was 

quietly waiting for the fight to begin. 

People tried to guess and see if Dollar was willing to accept and join the fight or just concede and reach 

first place. Suddenly, a shadow entered the space battleground. It was Dollar. 

“He has accepted the fight. He really accepted the fight. The challenge time is over. This will be the final 

fight.” 

 

 

“Although Dollar is strong and has that god personality armament, I think Golden Growler is stronger.” “I 

think so too. After all, Dollar is just butterfly class.” 

“Golden Growler easily managed to scare off Very High Leader. Even Very High Leader said no creature 

in the universe can defeat Golden Growler, and I think he is right.” 

The Thousand Treasury was streaming this. They were saying similar things. 

Although what happened inside the geno god list could not be streamed or recorded, ordinary creatures 

did not understand high-level deifieds. Sometimes they did not understand the fights between deified 



elites. This, the Thousand Treasury used words to describe things. There were two Thousand Treasury 

deifieds explaining the fights and history of deified elite battlers. 

Of course, the Thousand Treasury capitalized on it all by establishing a gambling station. The two 

speakers would talk about who would win and who would lose. 

“Golden Growler used his first rank identity to challenge Dollar,” a deified explained. “That is surprising. 

Judging from what we have seen, Dollar might stand a lower chance against him. If Golden Growler wins 

this fight, he will lose his first place. It is hard to predict what the result might look like.” Another deified 

explained things too. He said, “Dollar accepted the fight. No matter who wins or who loses, this will be 

the most exciting match out of all the geno god list fights.” 

“Yes. Let’s not talk about their grudges. It is very hard to predict who will end up in first place. If you are 

interested, you can come put a bet down with the Thousand Treasury’s gambling station. The window 

for putting down your bets will be closing any second now. So, do not miss this final call, people.” 

“With that being said, it all comes down to power. Golden Growler should be able to beat Dollar.” 

 

With many races of the universe watching, Han Sen landed on Golden Growler’s planet. A man and a 

beast looked at each other on a grass field full of yellow sand. 

“Very exciting,” the commentator excitedly said. “Two scary deifieds are staring at each other. They are 

going to launch the scariest attacks ever. Golden Growler is strong, but Dollar is not weak. He is 

mysterious. His amazing geno arts and the geno god armaments he wields are quite shocking. It will be 

hard to tell which one of them wins. The fight is going to begin.” After the commentator’s speech, 

Golden Growler and Han Sen became two invincible elites. They were fighting each other with power. 

Whenever they moved their hands, it was time to determine the winner. 

Another commentator tried his hardest to explain the situation. “People, please do not think they are 

only staring at each other. In fact, a silent will-fight has begun. If one of their fates has a flaw, they will 

receive a deadly attack.” 

The two commentators were deified, but they were only primitive. Their talents had been decided only 

through geno fluids. Their power was fairly regular. Their main job was to earn money for the Thousand 

Treasury. Of course, even now, that was their ultimate goal. 

“Golden Growler moved. He is running at Dollar. He is not going quickly, but every step of his had the 

power to step on stars. They are like the footsteps that not even the sky nor gods can stop. God, it looks 

like the whole of space is moving with him. How scary is this attack?” The commentator was trying to 

hype it up. 

With all the creatures hearing the commentator, they could see Golden Growler running at Dollar. They 

grew nervous. They were not sure what sort of attack Golden Growler was going to unleash. It could be 

one hit that killed Dollar. 

“Very fast… Even faster… Even faster again… It feels like I can see ripples in space. It is no wonder 

Golden Growler is an invincible elite that Very High Leader could not even go against. He gathers up 

power to the highest level that won’t leak. He seems very light. When he strikes, the sky will break, and 



the ground will crack. Everyone, please be prepared. Do not get shocked by Golden Growler’s power 

later and have it affect your will.” 

“Ah! Golden Growler jumped. It seems normal, but the trail of his body is so good that you cannot 

imagine it. It has blocked every way Dollar can go. Dollar cannot fall back. Of course… Dollar is standing 

there not moving. With Golden Growler’s perfect attack, he cannot retreat. Maybe the space around 

Dollar is sealed up. He cannot move. Will he be eaten by Golden Growler? We forgot a question. If Dollar 

is eaten by Golden Growler and will no longer exist, who will obtain first place? Would it still be Golden 

Growler?” The commentator stood up with excitement. 

The other commentator started screaming, “He moved! Dollar finally moved. He has put out his hands. 

They are so straight yet so crooked. One is up and one is down. It has the most mysterious knowledge of 

the universe that cannot be imagined. It has reached a level of Return to Origin. We underestimated 

Dollar. He is the top class in the universe. This attack is going to be the first…” Everyone in the universe 

felt their eyes open wide. They were seeing the scariest xenogeneic and the most mysterious 

xenogeneic in the geno god list get together. They were nervous. 

Every creature was guessing who would win when they met up. “So close… So close… The strongest hit… 

The scariest hit… They finally…” The commentator was excitedly shouted. His entire body was in an 

orgasmic mode. 

Every creature in the universe was excited by his speech. Suddenly, the very excited commentator 

stopped talking. 

The two commentators were petrified. It was like they were no longer able to speak. 

It was not just them. Every being in the universe watching this fight suddenly froze. They saw what 

happened on the space battleground, and it had made their mouths turn into an 0-shape. 

They saw Golden Growler touch Han Sen’s body. His claws went on Dollar’s shoulders, but he did not 

open his mouth to eat Dollar. He used his head to rub Dollar’s cheek like a house cat. 

Dollar was holding Golden Growler. He stroked his head. He looked like he was playing with his own pet. 

Chapter 2877 Losing or Winning? 

 

The universe was dead silent. All of the creatures were watching Dollar stroke Golden Growler’s head. 

They could not believe it was the same Golden Growler who had scared off Very High Leader. “Little 

Mountain… Little Mountain Leader… What is it doing?” The green-haired beast’s jaw nearly dropped to 

the floor. After he realized what was going on, he madly stomped his feet and screamed, “How dare he 

touch Little Mountain Leader’s head! I am going to destroy his dirty fingers.” 

The woman nearby had only just realized what was going on. She looked at the green-haired beast 

seriously and said, “When you brought Little Mountain Leader back, it already had a lower-race 

companion. Was that low-race person Dollar?” 

“No, it was a crystallizer. He was of a different race to this xenogeneic. There is no way it was this guy 

who could level up so quickly. But…” The green-haired beast hesitated. 



“But what?” the woman asked with a frown. 

“That crystallizer is now quite famous in the universe,” the green-haired beast said. “It was Han Sen, 

who is in Space Garden now.” 

“Han Sen?” the woman asked with shock. After a deep thought, she said, “It’s him!” 

 

Right now, the universe was all messed up. The two of them were not able to speak anymore. They had 

not expected things to take such a drastic turn. 

“What is going on? Why does Golden Growler look like Dollar’s pet?” 

“Dollar… Golden Growler… They must have some sort of connection. I should have thought about that.” 

“No way! The geno god list’s No. 1 is Dollar’s pet?” 

 

 

It was not just ordinary creatures feeling this way. Even the old antiques, who had hidden away in the 

dark, and the higher races all had strange expressions. 

The woman in Sky Palace was also shocked. “Who is this Dollar? Empty Mountain’s Golden Growler is 

treating him like this… The Growlers were always very cruel and cold. They never got close to outsiders.” 

Sky Palace Leader thought, “Dollar is very special. He has a god personality armament, law power, and a 

relationship with Golden Growler. I wonder what faction created such a person.” 

In the Extreme King garden, God watched Han Sen and Golden Growler with great interest. “I did not 

expect you to be this interesting. You have surpassed my expectations. This was certainly not a wasted 

trip.” 

Golden Growler’s claws came off of Han Sen’s shoulders. It opened its mouth and spat something into 

Han Sen’s hands. 

Han Sen picked it up and had a look. It was a crystal body that had been generated by thunder. It looked 

like countless lightning bolts were broiling around inside it. It was like a mini thunder universe. 

“Is this Ancient Thunder God’s Ancient God Origin?” Han Sen recognized what he had been given. He 

already had Ancient Water God’s origin. It looked very similar. It was just this new one was a thunder 

element whereas the other one was water-based. 

“Roar!” Little Gold Gold growled at Han Sen. 

 

Han Sen and Little Gold Gold had a special connection similar to Little Angel. They were Han Sen’s beast 

souls. Their bodies had been rebuilt to become genuine lifeforms that existed independently. Yet, they 

still had a connection to Han Sen, who could understand their thoughts. Little Gold Gold had recognized 

Han Sen because of that connection. 



Little Gold Gold was saying he wanted to give Han Sen the Ancient Thunder God Origin so he could pass 

it on to Little Silver. He said it would help Little Silver a lot. 

“So, this was not for me, after all?” Han Sen felt a little touched. He had not expected Golden Growler to 

remember Little Silver. He reached out his hand and stroked its head. 

In the eyes of others, this scene had them seeing Golden Growler merrily swinging its tail like a hunting 

dog having captured prey to give to its master. 

“Oh my God… Dollar can’t actually be Golden Growler’s master, can he?” “If things are really like that, 

then that is too scary. A pet has suppressed the whole universe and claimed the No. 1 spot on the geno 

god list.” 

“It really does seem like things are that way.” 

Empty Mountain’s green-haired beast was as mad as a lunatic. He kept stomping around. He wanted to 

kill Dollar and 180 of his generations. 

“You should go now. I will look for you in Empty Mountain.” Han Sen patted Golden Growler on the 

head and allowed it to exit the space battleground. In that way, Golden Growler was able to keep first 

place. 

Golden Growler shook its head and growled. Han Sen knew what he meant. Golden Growler was going 

to give first place to Han Sen. Han Sen was going to reject it, but Golden Growler growled at him and 

lowered its body. It wanted Han Sen to ride him. 

“Dollar! How dare you!” The green-haired beast yelled. It was like a volcano eruption. He slapped the 

floor, making Empty Mountain shake. Every other creature reacted by falling to the ground in fear. 

Everybody was watching Han Sen ride Golden Growler’s back. Suddenly, Golden Growler ripped space 

and exited the geno god list. “What is going on? Why did they leave the space battleground together? 

Who lost?” All of the audience was in shock. They had no idea what was going on. 

“Quick, look at the geno god list. Dollar is on top. It looks like Dollar won. No… Dollar won…” People 

started talking nonsense. Everybody turned to look at the geno god list. The geno god list’s top place 

was now showing Dollar instead of Golden Growler, which had taken Han Sen’s previous position of No. 

25. 

“Dollar… He is awesome. He let his pet get first place so he could be given it back…” 

“If you have what it takes, you can have a Golden Growler for a pet.” 

“I think only Dollar has what it takes to do that. In the universe, there is no other Golden Growler.” 

While everyone was talking, Golden Growler took Han Sen out of the geno god list. They did not teleport 

back to where they were. They were nearby in space floating next to the geno god list. 

“y. 

Everyone was wondering why Golden Growler and Han Sen had not teleported away. Suddenly, Golden 

Growler roared to the sky. Its body had a golden light that was like a flood. It went into the sky to tear 



up space. Under Golden Growler’s power, space had a crack. An old, godly temple appeared. It was the 

geno hall. “What is going on? I do not think the geno god list fights are over yet. Are they giving out the 

prizes already?” “Prize your ass. Did you not see Golden Growler rip space and summon the geno hall? 

They are going to the geno hall.” 

“Holy sh*t! They are going to the geno hall? Can he do that? Ancient Water God failed not too long 

ago.” 

“It gave Dollar first place. It gave up the chance to become a God Spirit. The only chance to become a 

God Spirit is to enter the geno hall. That is expected.” 

When the geno hall descended, the whole universe felt like it went dim. Only the geno hall was shining 

with holy light. It was slowly coming out from space. 

Chapter 2878 Getting into the Geno Hall 

 

Han Sen was on the geno god list. He understood what Golden Growler meant. Thus, he conceded and 

gained the geno god list’s first-place position. 

Although he knew Golden Growler wanted him to go to the geno hall and become a God Spirit, seeing 

the geno hall instantly made him a bit worried. 

The scene of Ancient Water God attacking the geno hall was still fresh in his mind. If Golden Growler 

failed, he would probably end up suffering a similar fate. 

“Little Mountain Leader… He is going to the geno hall alone.” The green-haired beast and the woman 

looked worried. 

The old mountain leader had never made it back from the geno hall. Although Golden Growler’s power 

was stronger than the old mountain leader, they could not measure whether or not Golden Growler 

would make it back. 

“Little Mountain Leader is rushing things a bit. How can he go to the geno hall now? It’s that Dollar’s 

fault. If Little Mountain Leader did not lose first place because of him, he would not have to go to the 

geno hall.” The green-haired beast was furious. He was also very nervous because of his inability to do 

anything. 

 

“If things are this way, we have no choice but to wait and hope for Little Mountain Leader’s return,” the 

woman said with a sigh. 

In space, the geno hall had already been revealed. The doors that provided access were still closed tight. 

They did not look like they were going to open. 

“Roar!” Golden Growler suddenly roared again. The gold light turned him into a gold, giant beast. It 

forcefully struck the gate of the geno hall. 

Boom! 



 

 

The doors were being attacked by the gold light and opened a little. It enabled gold light to seep out 

from inside the hall. The light was warm. It shone with a vibrant halo. Many scary feelings were coming 

out from the door. It made the many people and creatures of the universe terrified. Creatures with low 

wills were already on the ground, not daring to look at the geno hall’s doors. 

“It looks like Little Gold Gold is stronger than Ancient Water God. It has just pushed the door open, 

but…” Han Sen was riding atop Golden Growler’s back. He stared at the door that had opened a little 

with an expression of worry. 

Ancient Water God had also pushed open the geno hall doors, but a scary hand had crushed him. Han 

Sen was scared of the master of that hand. 

Golden Growler was carrying Han Sen. He stepped toward the doors of the geno hall. The gold light kept 

spilling and firing into the sky. They kept hitting the doors of the geno hall. The more times the gold light 

hit, the wider the opening of doors of the geno hall became. They were opening wider. God light was 

shining inside. Aside from the god light, one was not able to see anything else. 

е 

Boom! 

When Golden Growler went to the geno hall’s doors, they completely opened. The god light inside 

shone across the whole universe. It was now daytime in the entire universe. 

Suddenly, Han Sen looked frozen. He saw a shadow appear behind the open doors. 

 

That shadow was burning white. It looked as if it was made of god light. The being’s face looked like it 

belonged to the human, Sky, or Extreme King race, but the god light was too shiny. All Han Sen was able 

to see was its silhouette. 

Based on the shape of the silhouette, it appeared to be a woman. When Ancient Water God attacked 

the geno hall, he was suppressed by a woman’s hand. 

If the hand belonged to the coming shadow, her hand was one that could kill Ancient Water God. With 

that threat on the approach, one could imagine how scary she was. 

The shadow stood near the open doors. It did not walk out. Although it was just a silhouette with its face 

obscured, Han Sen felt that the shadow was looking at him and Golden Growler. 

Golden Growler’s eyes looked golden. It stared at the shadow and looked as if it was going to swallow 

someone. It walked closer to the shadow. 

“No. 1 on the geno god list, please level up to God Spirit and go to the hall.” The light silhouette had a 

woman’s voice. Her tone did not have a single ounce of emotion in it. Han Sen frowned. Before he said 

anything, Golden Growler quietly growled. He laid down as if he was signaling for Han Sen to disembark. 



Han Sen got off of Golden Growler’s back. He was holding Golden Growler’s back while he whispered in 

its ear, “Are you okay?” “Roar.” Golden Growler roared. It seemed to try and comfort Han Sen and let 

him know that things were under control. 

Han Sen stepped away and watched Golden Growler raise its head. He then went toward the geno hall’s 

doors. 

The light shadow saw Golden Growler come before the door, which prompted her to raise her hands. 

Golden Growler’s eyes looked very mad. It opened its mouth to summon the golden door and placed it 

across the geno hall’s doors. 

No one had seen this before. A door appeared in front of the geno hall’s doors. This had never 

happened before. 

Golden Growler quietly growled. The golden door slightly opened. Shiny gold light came out from within 

it. The light spilled across the god light coming out from the open geno hall doors. 

“Huh?” The geno hall’s door shadows seemed surprised. The raised hand was placed down. She looked 

at the golden door and suddenly said, “You passed.” 

After that, the light shadow entered the god light and vanished. 

“Roar!” Golden Growler looked at Han Sen and roared before walking toward the geno hall’s doors. 

Han Sen understood what Golden Growler was saying. It was saying, “I will wait for you there.” 

He watched Golden Growler walk beyond the geno hall’s doors and slowly disappear with the geno hall. 

It faded from space, leaving Han Sen with mixed emotions. 

The people in the universe did not know what to think. Golden Growler had entered the geno hall in a 

surprising way, and the person inside the geno hall did not do anything. It looked as if the golden door 

had stopped it. 

The Ancient Water God had attempted to fight it, but he was destroyed by a hand. Golden Growler used 

his golden door like a ticket to enter. The treatment was certainly different. 

“It is easy to go in, but whether or not he comes out is the big question,” Sky Palace Leader said with a 

sigh. 

“No matter what happens, entering means he stands a chance,” the woman said. “That is better than no 

chance at all.” 

“Little Mountain Leader… You must come back alive…” The green-haired beast eyes were floating with 

light. Han Sen watched the geno hall disappear. He turned away and wanted to leave. Suddenly, the 

geno god list shone. All the names of the geno god list were lighting up with a holy god light. 

At the same time, a video flashed on the geno god list. It was playing back the best scenes of the top 100 

fights inside the space battlegrounds. The first 100 xenogeneics appeared. The fights of the first 100 

warriors were being shown. 



Han Sen appeared at the end. He was in first place, so the final image displayed him. It was a moment 

that was going to stand for all eternity. 

In the next second, the geno god list released more holy light. It came down to grace Han Sen’s body. His 

body was showered in holy light. Something suddenly fell from the holy light of the geno god list. It 

came flying toward Han Sen. 

Chapter 2879 Sky God Crown 

 

A white, jade crown slowly fell on Han Sen. It landed atop his head. Holy light was spinning from the 

white jade crown. As the presence came out, it was like a God Spirit. A very strange God Spirit power 

came out from the white jade crown. It fell onto Han Sen and turned him into a being who looked like a 

God Spirit. 

A message came out from the white jade crown. It was in Han Sen’s brain. It delivered him many 

messages. 

[Sky God Crown: Destroyed class god personality armament] 

Regarding how to use Sky God Crown, it also showed up in Han Sen’s head. He was instantly able to 

understand what power the Sky God Crown had. 

“I see. It does not give me the god personality to become a God Spirit. It uses Sky God Crown’s power to 

give me the authority of coming in and out of the geno hall like a God Spirit.” Han Sen understood how 

he was supposed to use the Sky God Crown. He now knew what was going on. After figuring it out, Han 

Sen felt rather angry because every being in the top 100 had a true god weapon. A god personality 

armament was just like a true god class weapon. Han Sen didn’t feel as if there was much difference 

between the Sky Vine Radish God Lance and the Shield of the Medusa’s Gaze. They were practically the 

same level. He had earned first place, but he had only earned a god personality armament. Aside from 

enabling him to enter the geno hall, it did nothing. It did not seem particularly useful. While Han Sen 

was still thinking, the geno god list started to move. It teleported him back to the Extreme King garden. 

“Congratulations. I was not expecting you to be No. 1,” God said with a smile. “You are being too 

cheap,” Han Sen complained. “Why does the No. 1 spot only earn a god personality armament? Second 

and third earned a god personality armament too, and the first received the same. That is not supposed 

to be the ultimate prize for No. 1, right?” 

 

God looked at him with disdain as he said, “You have no idea of the luck you have now. They are 

destroyed class god personality armaments, just like your Sky Vine Radish God Lance. This god 

personality armament is destroyed class as well, but it is not the same. Plus, the Sky God Crown grants 

you passage into the geno hall. Do you know how many elites have craved that power across all of 

time?” 

“What is the level of the god personality armament’s level? Is the destroyed class stronger than the 

destroyed class?” Han Sen quickly asked. 



“You will know once you enter the geno hall,” God said with a smile. “Your little doggie went there. Are 

you not going to go take a look?” 

“Cough! I am busy. I am not going yet.” Han Sen then asked, “Is it dangerous in the geno hall? With my 

current might, do you think I will end up in danger if I stay there for a while?” 

 

 

“I do not know.” God was being tight-lipped about Han Sen’s fear. He ignored him and stopped 

answering his questions. 

Han Sen wanted to go to the geno hall to take a look, especially since Little Gold Gold was in there. He 

wanted to go. 

Yet, Han Sen still wanted to wait to become a true god before attempting to enter. If he wasn’t, he 

feared he would just become a burden for Little Gold Gold. That would be depressing and possibly make 

Little Gold Gold’s situation worse. 

“I wonder when Wan’er will wake up. Otherwise, if she keeps staying next to me, suppressing my super 

God Spirit body, I cannot use my Super God Spirit mode for a long time. It stops me from doing what I 

want.” Han Sen looked at Destiny’s Tower, which was where Wan’er was. She was still fast asleep, but 

she looked much calmer than usual. Her lifeforce was lively and much better than the last time he saw 

her. 

Dollar had been recognized as the top spot on the geno god list, and Golden Growler had entered the 

geno hall. Plus, Dollar and Golden Growler had a strange encounter. It made the geno god list fight the 

topic of many conversations. For a long time, the entire universe talked about them. Dollar and Golden 

Growler’s name became famous across the universe. 

Many big races tried investigating where Dollar came from, which included Empty Mountain. No 

progress was made. No one was able to figure out where the elusive Dollar had come from. 

No one was able to figure out anything more about the strange title of “human” either. Some old 

antiques knew about the existence of humans, but Dollar exuded the presence of a xenogeneic. He was 

different from the blue-blooded humans. They were not of the same race. 

From what they had seen, the geno god list did have a human fighter, but he was not like Dollar. That 

human was Lou Lie, and he was ranked fourth. 

 

“How do I go to the Buddha without anyone noticing me?” Han Sen had been killing xenogeneics in the 

Nine-Defense Palace to earn genes, but there were not many high-level xenogeneics in the palace. Han 

Sen had to eat butterfly class xenogeneics to increase his genes, so his level up progress was slow. 

He wanted to go to the Buddha to get his knife back. He also wanted to get his revenge on Burning 

Lamp, who had turned him into an ant and harmed Yisha. 



When he went back to the Buddha, he would use his Han Sen identity. He was going to get proper 

revenge. With Dollar’s name, even if he took the knife back, it would be pointless. Now that he had God 

next to him, if he was to become Han Sen, he would be exposed. He did not want that to happen. 

Han Sen kept thinking of a way to solve this, but he came up empty. God seemed fairly ordinary and 

more like an uncle. He seemed to know a lot of things most of the time, but he also seemed weaker than 

very high-level gods, such as King Jun. Even so, the pressure Han Sen felt was greater than with King Jun. 

Han Sen was a bit worried, so he did not dare do too much. 

While Han Sen was thinking about how to get rid of God, God approached him and said, “I am leaving 

for a while.” 

Han Sen almost thought it was because he had been able to read his mind, and that was why he said it. 

“That is a shame,” Han Sen replied. “I would like to play more rounds of chess with you.” “It is fine,” God 

said with a laugh. “I am going back to do something. I will be back in a few days.” 

“Why are you in so much of a rush? What can be more important than playing chess?” Han Sen feigned 

surprise. 

“The geno hall has a new member, so I am going to take a look,” God casually said. 

“Are you visiting Golden Growler?” Han Sen’s heart sank. He did not think getting watched by God was a 

good thing. 

“It is just an average, expected procedure,” God said with a laugh. “Since I know you, if he is in any 

danger, I will make sure to inform you.” 

“Thanks a lot.” Although Han Sen said that, he thought there was something wrong. He thought, “Is he 

going to convince Little Gold Gold to push me to enter the geno hall?” 

 

Chapter 2880 Ruins That Shouldn’t Exist 

After God said he was leaving, he left. Han Sen was a little worried. He thought Little Gold Gold might 

get bullied because of his relationship with God. 

Han Sen knew there was no point in worrying. He just wanted to quickly level up, become true god, and 

enter the geno hall. 

He researched ways he might infiltrate the Buddha. He was trying to get the knife back and revenge on 

Burning Lamp. The knife’s power would be a big boon to Han Sen. It was a weapon designed to help 

weaker beings wins. He thought it might prove useful inside the geno hall. 

From the data Han Sen had collected, the elites who had entered the geno hall throughout history all 

had a true god weapon. Plus, from Han Sen’s experience battling God Spirits, true god class power did 

affect the God Spirits. 

Any power below true god class did not do any damage to the gods. They were almost entirely useless. 

That was why Han Sen wanted to become true god class first. It would enable him to enter the geno hall. 



 

“One of the sheep heads on the Four Sheep Cube leads to where Horizontal Evil was suppressed. One of 

them goes to God’s Farm, and another leads to a place where many scary xenogeneics were gathered. I 

wonder where the last place goes. If I use the Four Sheep Cube to teleport and travel with Han Sen’s 

identity, I do not think even God could find me.” After Han Sen thought of that, he decided to do it. 

In the past, he was a bit scared of where the Four Sheep Cube sent him to. With his current level of 

power, he was no weaker than a true god class. Plus, he had Space Teleportation, so he did not have to 

worry too much. 

Han Sen had not wanted to use Space Teleportation before because he was afraid God had a way to 

track his Space Teleportation. Four Sheep Cube’s teleportation, however, was almost untraceable. Han 

Sen knew the way it teleported him was different from any other kind of teleportation power. It was 

difficult to break. 

Han Sen only needed the Four Sheep Cube teleportation power to slip away. Afterward, he would be 

able to get rid of his xenogeneic mode and look like Han Sen again. No one was going to think he was 

Dollar. Then, he would use Space Teleportation to go wherever he wanted. 

 

 

Han Sen went to the Nine-Defense Palace and selected a room that had no xenogeneic in it. After he 

pressed the restrictions, he used his Dongxuan Aura to hide all of the spinning universal cogwheels. He 

then took out his Four Sheep Cube and activated the final sheep head. 

The black and white goldfish spun fast. They brought Han Sen into the Four Sheep Cube. When he 

crawled outside of the Four Sheep Cube again, he was no longer in his xenogeneic mode. He looked like 

Han Sen again. Han Sen was very alert. He looked around, but he did not see any scary xenogeneics. All 

he saw was a void in space. Not far from it, he saw a palace that was bigger than a star. That palace was 

like a big black beast lurking in space. It was made of metal and looked horrendously cold. 

The palace also looked like it was in disarray. Much of it had crumbled. It looked a little old. It was like a 

junkyard for machines. 

Han Sen did not sense any creatures nearby, so he flew toward the palace. He wanted to see what sort 

of place it was. Even if he used Galaxy Teleportation, he needed to know in which direction to head. 

Right now, he had no idea where in the universe he was. 

Han Sen quickly approached the metal palace. When he had a closer look at it, the place looked broken. 

Many giant cracks webbed around the metal construct. It was like the claws of some giant beast had 

ripped it. 

Luckily, the door of the metal palace was complete. Han Sen saw two words written there: “Metal 

Temple.” 

“Temple… Does that mean this place is somewhere inside the geno hall?” Han Sen was shocked. He had 

not expected it to be a temple. 



Han Sen thought, “No way. This is the universe. It is different from the space where Sky Vine Radish 

Temple was. Perhaps I have thought too much. Perhaps this metal temple is not that kind of temple.” He 

used the Dongxuan Aura to scan the metal temple. If this place was that sort of temple, there was sure 

to be a God Spirit on the inside. 

 

Han Sen felt instantly relieved. He used his Dongxuan Aura to scan the temple. He did not find any life 

forces there or see signs of any creature that resembled a God Spirit. 

“That is what I am talking about. It cannot be that kind of temple.” Han Sen pushed the door and walked 

into the metal temple. There was a lot of broken metal inside. The palace was bigger than a planet. He 

was not able to see a complete portion of the building. It was hard to imagine what kind of battle had 

taken place there to render a palace into that kind of state. 

Han Sen kept flying and examining the place. Since the temple was so damaged, it was hard to tell what 

many of the things once were. The shape of the building was also very weird. It was different from the 

other kind of buildings Han Sen had seen. 

Suddenly, Han Sen saw something. It made his expression change. 

In the fallen metal ruins, Han Sen saw a partially visible god altar. The alter looked similar to the ones he 

had seen in the Sky Vine Radish Temple. It was the altar that was able to revive Sky Vine Radish. 

Han Sen waved his hands and moved all of the metal scraps away. The altar was now easier to see. It 

was the same as what Han Sen had seen inside Sky Vine Radish Temple. No matter the texture, the 

symbols, or stylings, it was the same. 

“Is this place really a temple? How could a temple look so destroyed? Plus, it is in the universe… I 

thought the temples were only inside the geno hall.” Han Sen had a puzzled expression. He moved the 

stuff around in hopes of finding some useful leads. Han Sen quickly noticed that the altar was not 

complete. Some sort of power had broken it. 

“What is going on here? A temple was destroyed. Who had the power to bring a temple into the 

universe and then destroy it?” While Han Sen pondered this, he sensed some movement from afar. Han 

Sen’s heart jumped. He put away his presence and hid behind a broken metal wall. 

Not long later, Han Sen sensed a creature approaching the metal temple. It was standing at the door 

where it said, “Metal Temple.” The creature was staring at those two words. 

Han Sen used his Dongxuan Aura to watch. He discovered that it was a man with a lot of white hair, but 

he was very strange. Although he had white hair, he did not look old. He was a middle-aged man with a 

fair aura about him. The man stared at the metal temple for a while. He sighed said. “It has been many 

years. I, Tai Yi, am finally back.” 

 


